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No One Is a Lost Cause 

 

While most people use the word “addict” when referring to someone who is addicted, I do not.  

I never use the word “addict.” I think the word “addict” is all too often used as a label. I always 

say, “people who are addicted.” People who are addicted are people, not just addicts, and they 

have feelings, and hopes, and dreams—just like people who are not addicted. I don’t think 

anyone should ever slap the label “addict” on a person, think he or she is a lost cause, and walk 

away. These are real people we are talking about, and no one is a lost cause. 
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Introduction—2010 

The book, Wings of Glory: Addiction, Recovery, and High Self-esteem, is about experiences 

within my own family. For many years, I led a dual life. Part of my life was dedicated to learning 

all I could about recovering from addiction as I tried to help my son, Jonathan, who struggled 

with drug and alcohol addiction for many years. The other part of my life was devoted to trying 

to raise a “normal” family (if you can call raising eleven children normal!). My learning and 

knowledge came from my own personal study and research and from daily battles on the front 

lines of motherhood.  

Jonathan was the inspiration for everything I wrote about addiction and, over time, he became 

actively involved in helping me clarify my ideas so I could share our messages of hope in 

recovery with others. He once said to me, “Someday I want my old friends—including those 

from the rehabs I used to be in—to read these stories about me. I think the things I have been 

through in my life will help them.” 

 

This book grew out of my original book, Wings of Glory: The Story behind the Songs. I was 

already planning to revise my original book to include more information about recovery and self-

esteem principles when I received a telephone call from my son, Ben. He said, “I was  sitting in 

church today and the idea came to me that we need to use our Wings of Glory songs for drug 

prevention.” 

His idea to use these songs for prevention made perfect sense. I decided to revise my book 

further and not only add more information about recovery and self-esteem, but also add a few 

chapters about drug prevention. It was becoming clear to me that high self-esteem was an 

essential ingredient for recovery and to prevent addiction in the first place.  

As I started writing my initial thoughts about recovery, prevention, and high self-esteem, more 

and more ideas kept coming to me. So, I kept writing and writing—month after month and year 

after year—until my manuscript grew into a much larger book than I had originally planned, 

Wings of Glory: Addiction, Recovery, and High Self-esteem. 

I never intended to sit down and write a book like this. All I had written up to this point in my 

life were college papers, spiritual impressions, talks for church, letters to my children, and 

occasional songs and poems. It was extremely difficult for me to figure out how to take all my 

experiences, suggestions, and creative ideas and try to combine them into one book. 

There were many times I was so frustrated I wanted to throw this whole manuscript into the 

fireplace and burn it so I could walk away from this overwhelming project. I just didn’t think I 

could finish it. But something kept pushing me forward, not letting me quit.  

There were many tears of discouragement as I’d hit brick walls and not know how to proceed, 

but my family and friends would give me helpful suggestions and encouragement that would get 

me back on track once again. So many times, I would say to myself, “My book is finished!” only 

to see it needed yet another revision.  Finally I felt satisfied that I had left a legacy for my family 

and friends, which I hoped would inspire everyone who would read this book in the future to 

cherish their loved ones and never give up. 



Introduction, continued—2017 

 

As I was getting this book ready to be published, Jonathan committed suicide at the age of thirty-

five. Grief-stricken at his death, I could not proceed any further. At the encouragement of my 

sons, Andrew and Ben, I instead began to write a memoir about Jonathan’s life. I decided to take 

many of the personal stories about Jonathan from this book and use them as the foundation for 

my memoir about him, Freedom from Addiction—A Mother’s Story of Hope.  

 

After spending seven years thinking about and working on Jonathan’s memoir, I felt empowered 

to return to my “big book” once again. I took it apart and made it into a much smaller book with 

separate “booklets” for the musical presentations and poems about addiction, prevention, and 

high self-esteem that I had written. I also finalized the self-help programs that I’d been 

continually revising over the years. Looking back, I realized that I couldn’t have finished these 

projects any sooner because I was still learning new information . . . precept upon precept; line 

upon line . . . (Isaiah 28:10). One important concept I added to my previous writings was on the 

subject of happiness. 

When I first started writing the self-esteem program that goes along with this book, I called the 

thirteen choices simply, “13 Choices for High Self-esteem.” When I was trying to teach one of 

my daughters about my program she said to me, “I don’t like you always talking to me about 

high self-esteem because you make me feel like I have low self-esteem, and I don’t.”  

I said, “Okay, I understand. I can fix that problem.”  

I went to my computer and changed the title from “13 Choices for High Self-esteem” to read, 

“13 Choices for a Happy Life” and gave it back to her. She glanced at the title and said, “Very 

funny.” 

As I continued to ponder about what my daughter had said to me, I realized that a lot of people 

might not think they need help with their self-esteem, but everyone is looking for happiness. I 

suddenly realized that these thirteen choices really do work just as well for finding happiness as 

they do for discovering high self-esteem. They also work to help people recover from addiction 

and help prevent addiction in the first place. I then permanently changed my title to “13 Choices 

for Happiness and High Self-esteem” and finalized my three self-help programs: “Wings of 

Glory Recovery Program,” “Bold and Fearless Prevention Program,” and “13 Choices Happy 

Life Program.” 

When I finished revising all three of my programs and this book, Wings of Glory: Addiction, 

Recovery, and High Self-esteem, the thought came to me that the reason Jonathan started using 

alcohol and drugs in the first place was because he was looking for happiness. At the time, I just 

thought he was being rebellious. Now I realize that he only wanted to feel happy. I believe this 

book can now teach other people how to feel truly happy.  

Some of the information in this book is also used in the self-help programs and in other 

“booklets” for quick reading by topic. I am determined to keep spreading our messages of hope 

in every way I can. I know this is what Jonathan would want me to do.  



Overview of Book 

This book has been written for many audiences. It is for anyone who is suffering from any type 

of addiction or compulsive behavior and for the families and friends of those who are suffering 

from these distressing problems. It is for anyone who has given up on life and desperately needs 

new hope. It is for anyone who wants to rebuild or strengthen family relationships. It is for 

anyone who wants to learn how to find and keep true friends. It is for anyone who has ever 

questioned whether there really is a God. It is for anyone who wants to prevent addictive and 

compulsive behavior or wants to discover high self-esteem.  

Throughout this book, I frequently quote scriptures from the Bible because I cherish the word of 

God and have gained much strength from studying His holy words over the years. Each scripture 

I use has been carefully selected for a specific reason. As you read these inspiring scriptures, I 

hope that you will take time to ponder them and perhaps even underline them in your own Bible. 

As you do so, you will feel the love of the Lord in your daily life. 

This book is meant to be both a practical and a spiritual guide. It is practical because I give 

specific suggestions about how to help those who are addicted. It is spiritual because I share my 

belief that Jesus Christ has the power to heal all addictions. By combining the practical with the 

spiritual, freedom from addiction can become a reality.  

The format for this book follows in the same order I learned this information myself:  

• Addiction in the Home 

• The Healing Power of Music  

• Recovering from Addiction  

• Preventing Addiction  

• Discovering High Self-esteem 

• Embracing the Five Elements of Recovery, Prevention, and High Self-esteem 

 

Addiction in the Home 

It is hard to describe the complete shock and disbelief I felt when I was told that my fifteen-year-

old son, Jonathan, was addicted to drugs and alcohol. I did not think this would ever happen in 

my home. While I did not want to acknowledge that he would even have the desire to experiment 

with these illegal substances, I had to learn to deal with truth. Over the years, the frightening face 

of addiction caused excruciating physical pain for Jonathan and enormous emotional turmoil for 

him and our whole family.  

The Healing Power of Music 

When I first found out Jonathan was abusing drugs and alcohol, I knew I could not help him. His 

rebellious attitude that had been going on for years had completely separated us. There was 

nothing I could now say to him, or do for him, that I hadn’t already said or done. His ears were 

deaf to my voice. But something deep within me whispered that maybe—just maybe—music 

might touch his heart. Writing my songs for Wings of Glory: Songs of Hope, and Healing from 



Addiction became my personal therapy and spiritual healing as I expressed my feelings, 

frustrations, and faith through my music. As I continued to deal with all the issues relating to 

addiction on a daily basis, I prayed that these songs would someday help Jonathan and other 

people who were addicted.  

Recovering from Addiction 

After writing these songs, I began writing about the road to recovery. As I considered the many, 

varying opinions about recovery that I had discussed with doctors, counselors, teachers, church 

leaders, friends, and family members over the years, I began to form some opinions of my own. I 

eventually came up with five key elements to help recover from addiction, which I call the “Five 

Elements of Recovery.”  

Preventing Drug Addiction 

After my first book was published, I pondered on how to teach drug prevention in a positive, 

inspiring way. As I continued to watch the ravages of alcohol and drug abuse, I knew I must help 

contribute to the crusade of preventing drug addiction. One day it occurred to me that the five 

elements necessary for recovery could be modified and used proactively to become the “Five 

Elements of Prevention.”  

Discovering High Self-esteem 

The subject of high self-esteem has always interested me. I have spent many years developing a 

program to help myself and others discover high self-esteem. The most important thing I have 

learned about self-esteem is that you must possess it yourself before you can pass it on to 

someone else. Looking for a pattern of consistency in my ideas, I saw that the “Five Elements of 

Recovery” and the “Five Elements of Prevention” led naturally to the “Five Elements of High 

Self-esteem.” 

Embracing the Five Elements of Recovery, Prevention, and High Self-esteem. 

The dictionary definition of the word element is “one of the parts of which something is made 

up.” I believe it is not just one element that helps a person recover from addiction, prevent 

addiction, or discover high self-esteem, but a combination of these five elements working 

together at the same time that is necessary before these miracles can happen. Examples from my 

family’s life of how these five elements can be implemented in your own home are shared in this 

section. 

It is my prayer that the messages in my book and the inspiration from my songs will bring hope 

to your heart and peace to your soul. If you need to recover from addiction, help prevent 

addiction, or discover high self-esteem, there is a way to achieve your righteous desires. May 

you feel the love of our Heavenly Father in your daily life and trust in the healing power of our 

Savior, Jesus Christ. 

  



PART II MY STORY—ADDICTION IN THE HOME 

Denial 

I never had the desire to experiment with tobacco, alcohol or drugs, nor did my husband David. 

Both of us were raised in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and followed the “Word 

of Wisdom” that was the health code for our church. We had been taught well by our parents, 

and we thought we had also taught our children well to avoid these addictive substances.  

From time to time, we would smell cigarette smoke when Jonathan came home at night, but he 

always denied that he was smoking. He always made up some type of excuse for the smell and 

why he was getting home past his curfew. While his behavior had been confrontational for years, 

and there was great conflict in our home, we sometimes excused his behavior and assumed it was 

all part of being an adolescent. Other people who knew Jonathan suggested to us that he might be 

on drugs, but we didn’t want to believe them. We didn’t think he would reject the religious 

teachings we tried to live as a family. We were in denial. 

Late one night—when he was supposed to be home because he had been grounded once again—

he disappeared. After many frantic phone calls for hours trying to track him down, we received a 

call from one of his friends.  

This friend informed us that Jonathan was with him and that the two of them wanted to come 

over and talk to my husband and me together. We agreed to have them come over despite the 

lateness of the hour. Jonathan didn’t say anything, but his friend said, “I’m sure you don’t want 

to hear this, but you need to know that Jonathan is addicted to drugs and alcohol. I know what 

he’s going through because I’ve had problems in the past, and I know he needs to get help—right 

away.” 

These words from his friend stunned us. That night was the first time we had ever smelled 

alcohol on Jonathan. We couldn’t believe he was really addicted—although his behavior had 

been spiraling out of control for the past few years. We asked Jonathan if what his friend was 

telling us was all true. He sadly nodded his head, “Yes.” 

We then asked him if he thought he really needed to go into a rehab right away. Once again, he 

slowly, dejectedly nodded his head, “Yes.”  

Early the next morning, I began in a panic to try and locate the best adolescent rehabilitation 

center in the area. Unfortunately, the one I decided on was located an hour away from our home. 

Little did I know that this one major decision I was hastily making was going to change our 

family’s life forever. 

Rehabs and Relapse 

I later learned that much thought and prayer should be used in making the difficult decision of 

what rehabilitation program to use. I did not do this. I was seeking an immediate transformation 

of Jonathan’s life, and I was much too emotionally distraught to really listen to my husband’s 

point of view. At my insistence, we quickly made a plan. That same day, David took time off 

work, and we drove Jonathan up to the rehabilitation center to have his initial evaluation, and he 



was admitted. After three weeks, I was upset with this program and rashly pulled him out and put 

him into a much more intensive program that didn’t allow smoking.  

At the time, I was 36, my husband was 39, and we had nine children ranging in age from 6 

months to 16 years old. Like many of the other families in the program were asked to do, we 

agreed to volunteer our home as a “host home” for the clients—even though we lived one and 

one-half hours away in Londonderry, New Hampshire from this rehabilitation center in 

Massachusetts. This was a real challenge and a huge sacrifice for our family, but I was willing to 

do anything I could because I thought it was going to help save Jonathan’s life. 

Perhaps my passion for producing my Wings of Glory album, writing this book, and developing 

my self-help programs for recovery, prevention, and high self-esteem began as a backlash 

against this long-term drug rehabilitation program that our family dedicated our lives to for those 

two years. The longer we were involved in the program, the less we liked it, although we 

cherished all the teenagers, over 100 of them, all of whom we came to know and love because of 

the program. We learned over time that the program itself was not based on correct principles 

and was causing severe psychological damage to the clients.  

Through the constant use of manipulation, intimidation, humiliation, coercion, and conditional 

love, the program eventually achieved compliance from many of the clients. However, 

“recovery” was being maintained through external control instead of internal desire, which made 

relapse obvious in many cases when the program structure was no longer there—leaving an 

aftermath of devastating, emotional turmoil.  

As we participated in this highly invasive program, and gradually became aware of what was 

going on, I kept saying to myself, “There must be a better way. There must be a better way.” 

Although I didn’t know what the alternative way should be, I knew over time that this program 

was definitely wrong. I felt in my heart that if a recovery program would ever bring long-term 

success it needed to be based on correct principles of unconditional love, accountability, and 

trust.  

Of course, we didn’t know it was going to be as bad as it was. But, being naïve and trusting, we 

kept going along with the program, not understanding that it would be the two worst years of our 

family’s life.  

Producing the Album Wings of Glory: Songs of Hope and Healing from Addiction 

As I agonized over Jonathan’s pain from addiction, I sought answers as to how he could ever be 

free. I also sought for ways I could somehow help him and how we could heal as a family. I 

didn’t really know what to do, but I found that new song lyrics and melodies kept coming into 

my mind. While I didn’t know it at the time, my spiritual impressions to write down my ideas for 

these songs was going to be part of the answer. I continued to feel that someday my music might 

have a positive influence on Jonathan’s life.  

With the help of my son, Ben, and several of his musically talented friends at Brigham Young 

University in Provo, Utah, my dream of producing an album to help people heal from addiction 

became a reality. With a lot of faith and prayer, and all the musicians, arrangers, and 

engineers working for little or no pay, everyone combined their positive energy in hopes of 



making a difference in other people’s lives. It seemed that everyone who worked on this 

project knew someone who was suffering from addiction. 
 

The Wings of Glory album is about sorrow. It is about hope. It is about healing. It is about 

creating a life for yourselves and your loved ones that is filled with faith, love, and real joy. It is 

a message I share with enthusiasm because I know the ideas taught through these songs are 

correct principles that can transform lives.  

 

Writing the Book Wings of Glory: Addiction, Recovery, and High Self-esteem 

 

After our first album and book came out, I received many letters from people who were touched 

and inspired by our message of hope. One questions I was frequently asked was, “Can your 

music and book be used for overcoming other types of compulsive addictions or compulsive 

behaviors such as pornography or gambling?”  

 

My answer was an emphatic, “Yes, of course!”  

I believe that people who have any type of addictive or compulsive behavior suffer from the 

same basic issue—low self-esteem. To find complete healing in their lives, everyone must follow 

a similar path. My desire in writing this book was to help others find a path that really works. 

I have had many blessings in my life. I have also had to endure many overwhelming challenges 

and experiences. Writing this book has been an opportunity for me to share my blessings and 

experiences as I was once counseled to do. 

This book has also been a way for me to express my gratitude to my loving Heavenly Father and 

Savior, Jesus Christ, who have sustained me during my most difficult times. I am also grateful 

for the comforting influence and guidance of the Holy Ghost.  

This book could not have come about without my family and friends who were always there for 

me when I needed them. Even at times when my own hope and faith in Jonathan’s recovery 

began to waver, our extended family’s united prayers and faith in God kept me going. In every 

family prayer, my son Matt always prayed for his brother’s recovery. 

One day, after struggling for so many years, Jonathan did a complete turnaround. This time, he 

was determined to not only stop using alcohol and drugs, but to turn his whole life over to God. 

He started carrying the Book of Mormon with him wherever he went and read it frequently 

throughout the day. He asked me for another copy of Wings of Glory, and he started listening to 

it once again. He accepted the fact that he would never be able to stay clean and sober without 

Jesus Christ in his life.  

As I saw Jonathan’s commitment to God, I thanked my Heavenly Father for answering my 

prayers, touching Jonathan’s heart, and helping him catch a vision of his real potential and 

purpose in life.   

PART III: THE HEALING POWER OF MUSIC   

The Story behind the Songs 



I once listened to a renowned vocalist and pianist, Michael Ballam, who spoke about the great 

power of music. He gave example after example of how music had helped to change lives and 

heal people from both emotional and physical illnesses. As I listened to him, a feeling of spiritual 

enlightenment came over me, and I knew that everything he was saying about the healing power 

of music was true. 

Over the next twelve years, I slowly began writing all the songs I would eventually use on my 

album, Wings of Glory: Songs of Hope and Healing from Addiction. There is a spiritual energy in 

this music that I don’t completely understand myself, even though I am the one who wrote it. 

Perhaps the suffering of our family, my yearning prayers, and my searching for guidance opened 

the windows of heaven. All I know is that God spoke to me as I wrote each of these songs. He 

answered my prayers. He gave me renewed hope. He brought peace to my troubled soul. The 

music is bigger than I am. It continues to heal my heart each time I listen to it. It reminds me of 

where our family has been, how far we have come, and why we don’t ever want to go back.  

These songs reflect the sorrow that comes from addiction, the hope there is for a brighter future, 

and the healing that will come through our Savior, Jesus Christ. These songs are not only for 

people who suffer from addiction, but also for their families and friends. These songs are also for 

those who wish to prevent drug addiction or discover high self-esteem. As you listen to the 

songs, you may find your own special messages and meanings to guide you in your life. 

The following is a brief outline of the three parts of the album, Wings of Glory: Songs of Hope 

and Healing from Addiction. The lyrics to each of the songs and the story of why I wrote each 

song is included in my first book, Wings of Glory: The Story behind the Songs. 

The Sorrow 

The first two songs, “They Weren’t Really His Friends” and “Shadows,” are about drug and 

alcohol addiction. The devastating effects of these addictions can be applied to any other type of 

addictive or compulsive behavior we might have—they all bring excruciating sorrow into our 

lives. “Tip of the Iceberg” portrays the desire for instant gratification and refusing to see how our 

behavior affects those around us. Although we may be blinded to the realities around us, the 

consequences of our poor choices will eventually bring us, and the people we love, great pain. 

The song “I See the Children” talks of the breakdown of the family. The second verse refers to 

parents who neglect their children because of their own drug and alcohol addictions. Once again, 

any kind of addictive or compulsive behavior that separates parents from their children can be 

substituted here and have the same devastating results. Children need parents who are strong. 

The Hope 

“Army with Banners” is a call to march together as a group in the fight to restore family values 

and protect our home and loved ones from the evils and sorrows of the world. “Deep Inside of 

Me” recognizes the great need to learn how to trust others as we open up and share our deepest 

feelings. When we learn to give and receive unconditional love, our emotional wounds can be 

healed. “Reaching Out” speaks of taking the risk to find, or be, a true friend. It’s easier to 

become who we really want to be when we have loyal friends. The song “Faith, Hope, and 



Charity” teaches us to see God’s guiding hand in our lives. The spiritual power of these three 

healing words from the scriptures can bring us great comfort and strength. 

The Healing  

“You Have a Savior (The Way Back)” inspires hope that there really is a way back—no matter 

what mistakes we may have made in our lives. Because we have a Savior, we do not have to 

carry the weight of our sins forever. “The Son of God (The Plan)” tells of God’s great plan for 

Jesus Christ to come to earth to heal us from sin and sorrow. As we come to know God’s Son, 

we also come to know who we really are. “Wings of Glory” joyfully testifies of the natural high 

we can experience over and over again as we feel the deep, eternal love of our Father in Heaven. 

As we look at Mother Nature’s beauty around us, we are constantly reminded of the heavenly 

home that we came from and the glorious reunion we will have with our Father in Heaven 

someday. “Because We Are a Family” encourages commitment, love, and loyalty within our 

families. Despite all adversity, we can be a strong, loving family and always be there for one 

another as we practice tolerance, patience, and forgiveness.  

PART IV: ADDICTION—RECOVERY, PREVENTION, AND HIGH SELF-ESTEEM 

RECOVERING FROM ADDICTION 

The information I share about recovery from addiction comes from my own personal experiences 

with my family and friends. I am not a trained professional. I am simply a concerned mother and 

citizen. 

Everything I have learned about recovery from addiction I have learned the hard way—one 

principle at a time. 

I have talked to many professionals. I have sat through many therapy sessions and self-help 

groups. I have listened to many lectures. 

I have talked to many parents. I have cut out many magazine and newspaper articles. I have read 

many books. 

I have talked to many teenagers. I have walked through many hospitals and rehabilitation 

centers. I have visited many jails. 

Gradually, over the years I began to form my own opinions as to what really works and what 

doesn’t work. I finally came to the conclusion that people must have Five Elements of Recovery 

in their lives to break free from the cycle of addiction: 

The Five Elements of Recovery are: 

1. Faith in God 

2. Desire to Change 

3. Accountability 

4. Family Love 

5. Friends with Integrity 



 

I believe all five of these elements are essential to recovery. With all five of them, there will 

eventually be success. Without all five of them, recovery will be much more difficult. 

When people consistently exercise faith in God’s healing power, have the desire to change, take 

accountability for their actions, learn how to give and receive unconditional family love, and 

only associate with friends with integrity who don’t use alcohol or drugs, they can break free 

from the bondage of their addictions and become the people they truly want to be. 

 

1. Faith in God 

Lacking faith and having feelings of bitterness or unworthiness keep people who are addicted 

from ever tapping into the greatest source of strength there is around them—Faith in God’s 

healing power. Once you experience God’s power, you will never forget it. Once you embrace 

God’s power, you will never want to let it go. 

 

2. Desire to Change 

The desire to change must come from within. No one can force another person to change. The 

physical and emotional suffering that comes from addiction often instills the desire to change. 

Equally important, there must be hope. People who are addicted must know there really is a way 

back through Jesus Christ, who will really help them change their lives. 

 

3. Accountability 

Willpower alone is usually not enough to heal people’s addictions. If you are addicted, find a 

mentor, professional counselor, or some type of structured program with people who will hold 

you accountable as you learn how to make necessary changes in your life. Report back to these 

people as you set and achieve your personal goals for sobriety. 

  

4. Family Love 

Unconditional love within families is vital. No matter how hurt and rejected your family 

members might feel, you all need to learn how to love and forgive one another. Love from your 

family does not mean enabling you or being codependent. Love means radiating real affection 

from the heart. You will recover faster from your addictions if you will love your family 

members and receive love from them in return.  

 

5. Friends with Integrity 

One of the hardest trials people who are addicted have to face is finding new, strong friends who 

do not use alcohol and drugs and who will support them in their recovery. Saying good-bye to 

old friends and habits may leave people feeling lonely and vulnerable, but, like a snake shedding 

its old skin, it must be done. 

 

Individual self-worth can be restored, friendships can be mended, and families can become 

strong once again. 

 

Using the Album Wings of Glory: Songs of Hope and Healing from Addiction for Recovery 



I want to address this section of the book to any person who is suffering from addiction at this 

time. 

Although I have not had to personally face the difficulties of drug and alcohol addiction, my 

heart goes out to the many wonderful people I’ve known throughout my life—family members, 

friends, neighbors, and acquaintances—who have had to deal with the pain of their own 

addictions on a daily basis.  

It is my prayer that the songs from Wings of Glory will give you the desire to change. I know 

change is usually a gradual process, and relapse sometimes happens, but I encourage you to 

never give up—no matter how many times you may have tried and failed.  

After listening to this album, if you have even a spark of hope that you can be healed from your 

addictions someday, I will feel that all of our family’s efforts have been worthwhile. I know as 

you push forward with faith and implement the principles taught in this book, that you can still 

lead a productive and fulfilling life. 

Music has proven effective in helping people heal from many types of major health issues, both 

mental and physical. If you are addicted, the simple act of listening to inspiring music can be a 

valuable therapy tool as you seek true freedom from addiction.    

The album Wings of Glory is not an end-all, cure-all. You may need a rehabilitation center or 

halfway house. You may need to find a good doctor and the right medication. You may need the 

help of a support group. You may need to get individual counseling. Be humble and willing to 

accept direction in your life. Continually pray for the right people to come into your life who can 

guide you. Most people can’t recover by themselves. If you need help, ask for it.  

Recovery is an individual journey. No one can make you take the journey. No one can take the 

journey for you. It is completely up to you. You must be willing to keep trying, and trying, and 

trying. But always remember, you are not alone. There are people who care about you and can 

help you if you will do your part. 

Each of the twelve songs on this album has a special message for you, but the most important 

message of Wings of Glory is that your Heavenly Father loves you. No matter what you have 

done, no matter what mistakes you have made, no matter how bad you have messed up your life, 

you must believe that you are still of great worth in the sight of your Father in Heaven. He truly 

loves you.  

Never forget the eternal truth that you are a child of God. 

Our Heavenly Father knew that we would all make mistakes and need help in purifying our lives 

so we could return to His presence after our earth-life experience is finished. That is why he sent 

His son, Jesus Christ, to atone for our sins. Our Savior loves you with all his heart. 

He will make your sins “as white as snow” (Isaiah 1:18) through your sincere repentance and the 

miracle of His grace. 



There is a spiritual power in these songs that is intended to help you increase your faith in God, 

instill in you a desire to change, and give you the confidence that you can build a new life for 

yourself.  

Suggestions for Parents—Dealing with Addiction 

 

Twenty Suggestions for Families and Friends 

 

Although many years have now passed since my husband and I went through the heart-

wrenching, horrible experiences with our son, Jonathan, during his early years of addiction, it 

still reduces me to tears when I think about all the pain and agony we experienced as a family. 

While I don’t like remembering these things, I’m willing to talk about the problems we had with 

the hope that others will not make the same mistakes we did. 

While the suggestions I give apply specifically to parents who have children abusing drugs and 

alcohol, they may also be helpful to the families of those suffering from any kind of addiction or 

compulsive behavior. While the faces and ages may vary considerably within the scene of 

addiction, the family problems every family has to deal with are predictable. Whenever there is 

addiction, everyone suffers.  

We’ve been asked many times if we were in denial about our son’s drug use. The answer is, “Of 

course we were in denial.” If we couldn’t see it, it must not be happening, right? Wrong.  

When I would lie awake at night trying to comprehend the insanity going on in our home, I 

would try to understand what other people were telling us, but it was impossible. My heart 

simply could not accept what my mind refused to believe.  

The classic signs of substance abuse were all there—the change in my son’s appearance, the 

change in friends, the problems at school and decline in grades, the continual disruptions at 

home, the secretive life. I attributed all these signs to adolescence and my son’s desire for 

independence. It didn’t seem possible that he would reject everything his father and I had tried to 

teach him. 

Neither my husband nor I had ever smoked a cigarette or had a drink of alcohol or tried drugs. 

We just cheerfully followed the religious teachings we had been raised with and thought we had 

taught our children to do the same. We didn’t have the personal experience or the coping skills to 

deal with something so totally foreign to our way of life. 

We found out that drugs could be hidden anywhere. Secret hideouts were created in the most 

unlikely places inside or outside our home. Slowly we came to realize that our home was really 

not the protective, safe haven we had so diligently tried to create for ourselves and our children. 

The happy home environment we desired had been destroyed. 

Fortunately, a “druggie” lifestyle can only be hidden for so long. Eventually, a person does hit a 

bottom—even temporarily—and parents do find out what’s been going one. For us, our son was 

experimenting with drugs and alcohol for about two years before our eyes were finally opened. 

We could not believe all the deceit that had gone on behind our backs. 



The escalating drama of the druggie lifestyle, which we were being pulled into so unwillingly, 

seemed unreal One frightening night, a police officer showed up at our door asking to see our 

son. I found out later that as I was walking up the stairs to tell him to come down he hurriedly 

flushed his drugs down the toilet and jumped out his second-story bedroom window. Then he ran 

away and hid for several days. This kind of emotional turmoil continued for years. 

I now encourage other parents to watch for both the classic signs of alcohol and drug abuse and 

also the subtle, hidden signs. If you see any signs at all, believe them. Do not do as we did. We 

just tried to continue living a “normal” life, like ostriches with our heads in the sand, hoping that 

the insanity would go away if we simply ignored it. We finally learned that a drug problem 

doesn’t go away by itself. 

Addiction is a terrible, progressive disease, but it’s not an individual disease. It is a family 

disease. Whether we liked it or not, or believe it or not, the disease of addiction had an 

enormous, negative impact on every member or our family. It was a challenge we had to face 

together. 

When talking about addiction, the issue of young people smoking cigarettes should not be 

minimized or overlooked. Nicotine is called a “gateway” drug because it is often the drug kids 

try first—and then it leads them to drinking alcohol and trying other drugs. Sadly, nicotine is 

often the last drug people are able to quit. Smoking cigarettes is a hard habit to break. Jonathan, 

who has been addicted to the hardest drugs, has said that the most difficult drug to get off of is 

nicotine. 

If you find out your kids are smoking, drinking, or doing drugs, keep expressing your love to 

them, but do take a firm stand. Show concern for their physical and emotional health, and try to 

help them devise a plan to stop.  

It is important to reach out and talk to other parents who have already dealt with addiction in the 

home and seek advice from good counselors and other professionals. Adolescence can be such a 

confusing time. Be the source of strength that your child needs you to be, and act like a mature 

adult, not an angry adolescent yourself.  

Hindsight is always a great teacher, but sadly, hindsight doesn’t take away the emotional pain 

caused by making bad decisions. We learned the hard way that we should never make decisions 

when we were feeling stressed and upset. My counsel to other parents is to try not to overreact, 

like we usually did. When faced with challenges within your family, try to stay calm, look at 

things from a long-term perspective, and make decisions wisely—not in haste.  

Take time to pray about your many decisions, and be sure to get a good night’s sleep before 

making all major decisions.  During the night, or in the early morning hours, you will often 

receive inspiration that will prompt you to go in the right direction. You can’t think clearly when 

you are angry, anxious, or depressed. You need a cooling-off period to make good decisions for 

yourself and your family. Through prayer, all correct decisions will be accompanied by a 

confirming feeling of peace. You will know what is right to do. 



I wish I’d known many years ago everything I’ve learned about dealing with all the issues 

parents have to face when they find out their child is abusing alcohol and drugs—but maybe now 

I can help someone who is walking this path. These are twenty suggestions I would like to share. 

1. Do not panic. When you’re emotionally distraught, you’re more likely to make rash decisions 

for your child and yourself that you will later regret. Try to replace the labels you might have put 

on your child—such as “bad” with “sad”—and you’ll do better keeping the drug issue in its 

proper perspective and maintaining your emotional equilibrium. In reality, your child who is 

addicted is dealing with great emotional turmoil, and possibly even physical pain, and needs 

help. You must always remind yourself to stay calm. 

2. Do not blame yourself. You aren’t responsible for all of your children’s successes, nor for all 

of their failures. While you can contribute to both, children are responsible for the choices they 

make. Always remember—you didn’t cause it, you can’t control it, and you can’t cure it. As a 

parent, your job is to let your children own the consequences of their choices. At the same time, 

you must be an anchor for them so they will be able to come back to you when they sincerely 

want help. Focus on the things you have done right as a parent and don’t dwell on the things you 

might have done wrong. Just try to do a little better each day. 

3. Do not make excuses or shield from the law. It’s better to let your children suffer the 

consequences of their behavior while they’re under the age of eighteen and can still be tried 

under juvenile law. Once they turn eighteen, they’ll be tried as adults. The consequences they’ll 

receive will be much more severe, and their criminal record will be permanent. Be aware of how 

you enable your children. Enabling, or continuing to allow, your children’s irresponsible or 

illegal behavior not only prolongs the misery for you, but also for them. Don’t protect them from 

being fully responsible for their actions. If your children are already adults, don’t rescue them. 

They won’t change their behavior until they learn to be responsible by being held accountable 

for the choices they are making.  

4. Learn all you can about the disease of addiction. Knowledge is power. Learn about 

addiction and the many different philosophies regarding recovery. AA and Al-Anon use the 

original 12-step program and have enlightening literature, as do advocates of entirely different 

points of view. Reading about addiction from first-hand experience is especially touching and 

insightful, and there are many biographies written by former drug addicts. I believe there are 

many ways to recover from addiction. What works for one person won’t necessarily work for 

another. The Internet is a great resource for learning about addiction and now has many 

educational and informative websites available. Take the time to read and learn. 

5. Get professional help. As with any type of problem, overcoming addiction will be much 

faster the sooner you start working on the steps to recovery. There are government agencies and 

many qualified doctors, counselors, and social workers who are trained in this field today and 

can help educate you on how to deal with addiction’s complex issues. When there is addiction in 

the family, everyone in the family is affected in one way or another, and the whole family needs 

help. It is important to discuss your family problems with a counselor who is well trained in the 

area of addiction. Be aware that there are many different types of counselors. Look around until 

you find the one that you feel is best for your family. A qualified counselor can look at all the 

family dynamics going on between the parents and the child who is addicted and give valuable 



suggestions from an outside point of view. It is imperative for the whole family to learn how to 

open up lines of communication and really share their honest feelings. Not only do you need to 

openly discuss your fears and frustrations, but everyone in the family needs an opportunity to 

express their feelings and opinions. You need to be willing to listen to your children’s points of 

view whether you agree with them or not. Your children will feel more valued and respected 

when you take the time to really listen to what they are thinking and feeling. This is where the 

guidance of a good family counselor is so important. But, do not ever blindly accept the advice 

given by a family counselor. Think carefully about all the advice you receive, and then be 

discerning about what changes you want to implement in your home.  

6. Choose your rehabilitation program carefully. Rehabilitation programs do have some 

benefits, but putting your child into a short-term or long-term program is not a decision that 

should be made in haste. It not only affects the child who is addicted, but it affects everyone in 

the family. We learned that even if you are in a crisis situation your child can be admitted to a 

hospital or kept in another safe place while you take time to consider your options. There are 

some good, structured rehabilitation programs, but there are also some bad ones. Not all 

programs are what they appear to be on the surface. Some programs may acquaint your child 

with a whole new group of addicts. You have to weigh all the risks. A bad program has the 

potential of leaving your child with deep, long-lasting emotional scars. While all programs teach 

basic recovery principles, they may also be expensive, time consuming, and very disruptive to 

family life. If you have other children, you must take their needs into consideration also. They 

still need your time and attention. Try the less invasive programs first. Gradually go up the 

ladder of available programs when seeking help for your child and your family. Talk to others 

who have used the program you are interested in, and then carefully discern which program is 

right for your family.  

7. Find a support group and ask for help. You cannot meet all of your needs alone. There is 

real power in some type of support group. As you cry and laugh together, you’ll comfort and 

strengthen one another in a way that can only happen with people who understand your pain. 

You may find support from community groups such as Al-Anon or ToughLove®, or informal 

groups such as friends, relatives, or church members who have gone through similar experiences. 

I found the AA 12 Steps, sayings and slogans, and Serenity Prayer, to be useful tools in gaining 

some peace and clarity back into my life when I was first introduced to them years ago. It will 

probably be difficult to learn how to accept and love the person who has caused so much pain in 

your family. A strong support system will help you set your own boundaries so that you don’t get 

stepped on, but also allow you to start living and loving once again. Addiction causes isolation. 

While your child who is addicted may choose to isolate from you right now, you must not isolate 

from your family and friends. Your children will see your example of gaining strength and 

moving forward in life and may be more willing to find the support they need to break through 

their own fears and reconnect with your family.  

8. Use intervention. While it is true that most people will not stop abusing drugs and alcohol 

until they hit bottom, you can sometimes bring that bottom “up” with a carefully planned 

intervention that involves family members, friends, and trained professionals. Work as a team to 

confront your children and intervene in their lives when necessary. While your children may 

initially hate you for intervening, they may thank you one day. Often times, they know deep 

down inside that they are ruining their lives, but they don’t know how to get out of the whirlpool 



that is pulling them under. While you might make some mistakes in trying to help them, I believe 

it is better to do something than to do nothing. Hopefully over the years, your children will 

understand the love, dedication, and courage it took for you to take a firm stand and intervene in 

their lives. 

9. Improve your self-esteem. The common denominator among all people who are addicted is 

not economic status, race, religion, intelligence, education, or family size. The common 

denominator is low self-esteem. While you cannot give your child high self-esteem, you can be a 

role model. If you suffer from low self-esteem, look at your own feelings of inadequacy, which 

may be masked behind some type of self-defeating behavior. When you don’t feel good about 

yourself, you sometimes quietly withdraw or ridicule and criticize others in an effort to make 

yourself feel better and then find yourself alienated from your family and friends. But, you can 

change. Be aware of your own compulsive behaviors (which we all seem to have) and work on 

your personal recovery. Begin to appreciate yourself for who you are. Accept your weaknesses 

but focus on your strengths. Learn to be more honest with your feelings and share them with 

your children. They will learn from your example. Feeling like you can be honest with those you 

love builds trust, and gives both you and them the freedom to really be yourselves. As you all 

become more “real” with each other, everyone’s self-esteem will improve dramatically.  

10. Build personal and family relationships. By the time you discover your child is using 

drugs, your family relationships are most likely hanging by a thread. Usually communication has 

broken down, animosity and anger are filling the home, and no one likes being together anymore. 

As the parent, you must be the one to break the cycle. Stop being angry and start being nice. You 

can begin by taking a deep breath, smiling, and using a pleasant tone of voice. Let less important 

issues slide. Look for the good in your child, and focus on the positive. You have the power to 

change the emotional climate of your home. Using manipulation, intimidation, coercion, or force 

to try and control your child’s behavior will never work. Look for golden opportunities to talk to 

your children when they are receptive—no matter what time of day or night. Share your love and 

feelings with them when the emotional climate is right. Go on one-on-one “dates” with them. 

Listen more than you talk. You may hear things you would prefer not to hear; but if you want to 

get to know your children, bite your tongue and let them express themselves. Each positive 

experience you have with your child will add another thread of strength to your relationship, and 

family solidarity will gradually return. 

11. Be patient. The personal problems that contributed to the drug experimentation and 

addiction did not appear overnight, and they will not disappear overnight. In the world we live in 

today, we expect everything to happen fast. Because of the complex issues that go along with 

addiction, there is no “quick fix.” You can’t take an antibiotic, get well in a week, and resume 

your normal life. Addiction affects every area of one’s life: the physical, emotional, mental, 

spiritual, and social. To heal completely, each of these areas needs to be addressed—one at a 

time. Healing from addiction is a gradual process that requires a lifestyle change not only for the 

individual, but for the whole family as well. Learn to accept the reality that now faces your 

family. There will be times when you will want to give up because you cannot see real progress, 

but do not be discouraged. Each time your children fall back into old patterns of behavior, they 

do not become weaker. Their distressing feelings of regret will actually strengthen their resolve 

to do it right the next time. Eventually, they can make it. The most important thing to remember 

about your children’s recovery is that you cannot do it for them. The only person you can really 



change is yourself. Be a role model for your children. Let them see the everyday happiness you 

enjoy because of your choice to live a drug-free life. 

12. Take care of yourself. Your personal pain and sorrow can fill you with such overwhelming 

despair that you will not be able to function unless you find an outlet that will help you heal. 

Resist being codependent. Don’t be so caught up with taking care of others, or trying to control 

them, that you forget to take care of yourself. Praying and reading the scriptures will quietly 

strengthen you, ease your emotional pain, and help you see things more clearly and realistically. 

One thing I did for my outlet was to continue with my hobby of songwriting. I put the emotional 

pain and loss I was feeling into every song I wrote. I focused on how these songs would someday 

help other people stay away from drugs. I also kept attending church and gained great spiritual 

strength from worshipping God and seeing my supportive friends who were there. I forced 

myself to stay involved in different types of activities. I continued to go forward with our family 

traditions, even though our family was in chaos at the time. The security from these traditions 

became an anchor to me and helped me have the necessary emotional stability that I needed to 

take care of the rest of my family. 

13. Get a complete medical and psychological evaluation for your child. Because there is 

often an underlying physical or psychiatric problem that contributes to children’s addictions, it is 

essential that they receive thorough medical and psychological evaluations. Some children self-

medicate by using alcohol and drugs in order to deal with their continual feelings of depression, 

anxiety, fatigue, or some other type of health problem. Of course, this only makes their problems 

worse. Not everyone is in favor of using psychiatric medications, but I believe they are 

sometimes necessary—if only for a short period of time. When the appropriate medication is 

combined with good counseling, it can be extremely helpful and therapeutic. Many young people 

don’t want the stigma of going to a counselor or using psychiatric medication, but it’s a much 

better alternative than dealing with the serious consequences of drug abuse. With a little time and 

research, you may be able to find some natural ways of treating physical or psychiatric problems 

without the use of medication through nutrition, exercise, or other alternative therapies. The most 

important thing is to do something—don’t ignore medical or psychiatric problems. 

14. Be less controlling and more consistent. No matter how much you may want to completely 

control your children’s lives, you can’t. Children have lives of their own. They think their own 

thoughts, feel their own feelings, struggle with their own insecurities, and fear their own 

uncertain futures. Regardless of what you do or don’t do, they will all eventually grow up, turn 

eighteen, and have the liberty to walk out your front door, live independently, and do as they 

please. Instead of just trying to control your children now, try to teach them self-control. 

Through the use of well-thought-out logical or natural consequences, they can eventually learn to 

be responsible for their own behavior. In the real world, every choice has a consequence. In your 

home, it should be the same. Make the firm rule that using drugs and alcohol is never allowed. 

Have consequences in place ahead of time, and follow through consistently whenever that rule is 

broken. There are many good books written on this subject that can teach you how to use natural 

or logical consequences (See Appendix). 

15. Set your own boundaries. Children who use drugs often try to control the family through 

their angry outbursts or passive manipulation. They want everything to revolve around them. As 

the parent, you have to take charge of your own house. While you can’t control their behavior, 



you can control your own behavior and set your personal boundaries of what you will and will 

not do. Your life doesn’t have to stop because your child is acting out. There is no need to drop 

everything because unrealistic demands are being placed on you. Express your love to your 

child, but go on with your life. 

16.  Pray to know what is right for your home. One of the hardest decisions you will have to 

make as a parent is if you are going to allow your child who is using drugs to live in your home. 

There are many differing opinions on this subject, and I don’t think there is one right answer. It 

is my opinion, that if children are under the age of eighteen, you should try to work with them in 

your home the best you can. If you have other children living at home, it will be difficult to 

explain to them why a rebellious sibling doesn’t have to follow the same rules they do. But, try 

to help them understand that a sibling who is addicted needs family support right now. Only 

through prayer will you come to know what is right for your family. But, you need to make sure 

your answer is coming from the Lord and not from your emotional heart strings that are being 

influenced by a rebellious, manipulative child. Always remember, if you feel like you are being 

manipulated, you are. If children who are using drugs try to abuse their siblings in any way, they 

should not be allowed to stay. You must always protect any other children who are living in your 

home at all costs. Children over the age of eighteen should be treated like adults. If family rules 

are not being followed, they should not be allowed to live in your home until they agree to do so. 

If they break the rules, they should be asked to leave immediately. 

17. Empower yourselves as the parents.  When you find out that your child is abusing alcohol 

or drugs, you need to quickly think through a plan as to how you’re going to deal with the 

problem. If possible, don’t interrupt children’s education, but if they are only going to school to 

obtain or use drugs and are failing their classes anyway, it may be necessary to remove them 

from that environment and the influence of their friends. Encourage your child to attend 

community drug awareness classes, Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) meetings, or other type of 

support group. Stop giving any type of allowance or financial help—most likely the money will 

be spent on drugs anyway. You can also withhold what I call “house privileges” such as using 

the car, cell phone, television, radio, i-pod, computer, or Internet. If these restrictions don’t work, 

you may need to research and find an acceptable short-term rehabilitation program. If you ever 

feel threatened, do not hesitate to call the police. The safety of you and your family is your first 

priority. Keep the phone number of police in a visible place. Your child needs to know that the 

police department is one of your community resources for maintaining peace and order in your 

home. The strong message you must send to your child is that the use of alcohol and drugs is 

illegal, and will not be tolerated. As the parent, you must devise a plan, stay in control, and 

follow through with what you say you are going to do. 

18. Accept the worst-case possibilities. Despite doing all you can do as parents, sometimes 

addiction leads to prison, disappearance, or death. If this should happen in your family, get 

outside support to help sustain you during this devastating time. Visiting your child in jail or 

prison is a heart-wrenching experience, but pray for the strength to handle it. Love can still be 

expressed while sitting in a large room in the company of other inmates behind a heavy, locked 

metal door or by talking on a telephone while looking through a glass window that separates you 

from your child. It’s important to do what your heart tells you to do as you maintain contact with 

them when they are locked up. Remember the scripture, I was in prison and ye came unto me 

(Matthew 25:36). When children disappear, and you don’t know if they are dead or alive, all you 



can do is pray and ask God to take over. There were many months when Jonathan was either 

living on the streets or choosing to avoid us, and we didn’t know if we would ever see him alive 

again. All we could do was keep hoping and praying that wherever he was that he would be safe. 

Thankfully, our belief in a life after death brought us a small measure of peace. We knew that 

through the death and resurrection of our Savior, Jesus Christ, that even if Jonathan did die, he 

would also be resurrected someday, and we could be reunited as a family. Complete faith in God 

and reliance upon our dear Savior became our anchor. We had nothing else to hold on to during 

those uncertain years that were filled with such great, lingering sadness. 

19. Keep an open door. If your children who are addicted are not living at home, help them 

understand that while you do not approve of their choices and behaviors, you still love them with 

all your heart. Invite them over for dinner and to family activities when they are sober. Let them 

feel that they are still an important part of your family unit. However, if you believe your 

children who use drugs are a danger to your family or to others, they should not be invited to 

your home. Visit with them somewhere else that you consider to be safe. 

20. If you are married, take time to nurture your relationship. Finding out you have a child 

who is addicted not only puts a strain on your family, it has the capability of driving a wedge 

between you and your spouse and tearing your marriage apart. Don’t let this happen. Each parent 

has to deal with the truth about their child in his or her own way, and it’s not going to be easy. 

Most likely, the dreams you have had for this child since birth are now being shattered, and you 

probably won’t be able to handle it very well at first. You may both need time to grieve in your 

own way until you can reach a level of acceptance. But, all is not lost. As time goes by, there will 

be new dreams and a new relationship developed with your child. While it may be difficult, 

never give up hope for building a new future with your child. As you visualize it and pray for it, 

it can someday happen. In the meantime, you have to hold on to each other. Since you know 

realistically that neither of you are responsible for your child’s choices, don’t waste time blaming 

the other person. The best thing you can do for each other is to have a weekly date where you 

can go somewhere and be alone. Relive your dating days and the things you used to enjoy doing 

together, and reminisce about your lives before you assumed the role of being a parent. Forget all 

the existing stresses and worries of parenthood for a few hours, and try to emotionally and 

spiritually reconnect with each other once again. When you return home, you will be able to 

think more clearly and be better prepared as a couple to make the necessary decisions regarding 

your child. When you are united in all the decisions you make, your child will usually be more 

understanding and accepting of your boundaries. With your emotional and spiritual reservoir 

refilled, you will be strengthened as you care for any other children you might have and try to 

nurture each other on a daily basis. We have also found it helpful to go on an occasional 

overnight date every three or four months to relax, have fun, and really communicate together. 

Building a loving, happy marriage during these raging storms of conflict is not easy, but it is 

worth the effort. A strong, unified marriage will help build a strong, unified family.  

Finally . . .  

I know we made every mistake in the book with Jonathan—except one. We never stopped loving 

him. We are grateful that he lived as long as he did—to the age of thirty-five. We had a close 

relationship. We continue to pray every day for Christ’s healing power to be with our whole 

family.  



What I would tell everyone to remember is simply this—you are not alone. There are many of us 

who have been where you are today. There are many of us who will come after you. But if we 

can join together courageously in this war against drugs, we will someday win. I am sure of it.  

I have developed a self-help addiction recovery program called, “Wings of Glory Recovery 

Program” that you or someone you love might benefit from using. 

 

PREVENTING ADDICTION 

Five Elements of Prevention 

I know the pain that echoes sorrowfully in the hearts and souls of everyone who has ever had to 

deal with the crisis of addiction. The initial stage of drug experimentation needs to be prevented. 

The old adage, “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure,” has never been more true than 

when it comes to preventing the devastation of drug abuse. 

I heard the “The Ambulance Down in the Valley” poem in church when I was a teenager, and the 

message of this analogy always stayed with me: “It’s better to build a fence at the top of the cliff 

than to send an ambulance to the valley.” The vicious valley of addiction is full of good people 

who have made bad decisions. These people went after the thrill of climbing onto the dangerous 

cliffs of experimenting with alcohol and drugs, but their fate was doomed from the start. With 

little or no warning, they suddenly fell off the cliffs of experimentation down into the valley of 

addiction, where they often continue suffering for years. Ambulances get paid to pick them up, 

but the problem is never solved. Our communities need to build strong fences of alcohol and 

drug prevention. 

Because of what our family has had to endure while dealing with the issues of addiction, I have 

pondered a great deal about how to teach the subject of prevention. I came to understand that the 

five elements needed for recovery could also be modified and used proactively for prevention.  

The Five Elements of Prevention are: 

 

        1. Faith in God 

2. Desire for Change 

        3. Accountability 

        4. Family Love 

        5. Friends with Integrity 

 

The Five Elements of Prevention can be used to avoid the use of tobacco, alcohol, and drugs. If 

you implement these five elements into your life when you are young, you will grow up with a 

strong, internal fence to keep you far away from the dangerous cliffs of addiction. 

1. Faith in God 

Everyone needs to believe that there is a real purpose to life and that you are not alone in this 

world. There is a spiritual power that you can tap into each day as you turn to God during your 

personal trials. As you take time to pray, study the scriptures, listen to songs about Jesus Christ, 



and write in a daily journal, you will receive the spiritual guidance that you need to deal with the 

challenges in your life. 

 

2. Desire for Change 

Assume full responsibility for all your choices by avoiding people, places, and things that could 

lead to addiction. Read and discuss books about drug prevention with your family and friends, 

and take time to enjoy life’s natural highs. Get help from others when dealing with the stresses 

and pressures around you instead of substituting a quick, temporary, addictive relief that always 

brings you down in the end. 

 

3. Accountability 

The best way to keep free of all addictions is to be completely involved in other worthwhile 

activities that you really enjoy doing. Counsel with a mentor, who can be a trusted family 

member, reliable friend, or professional counselor, to help set personal goals and then report 

back on your progress each week. 

 

4. Family Love 

A family is made up of imperfect people bound together with fragile strings of love. Be sensitive 

to each other’s feelings and let each family member know that they are accepted and appreciated 

for who they are. Help each family member feel needed, cared for, and cherished because 

everyone in the family needs to feel a sense of belonging. 

 

5. Friends with Integrity 

Friends who are strong and loyal are important because everyone likes feeling included in a good 

group. Friends who share similar interests and moral values will help you keep your 

commitments to yourself. If you have concerns about some of your friends, talk to someone you 

can trust and figure out a way to leave bad friends behind as you find good friends you can trust 

and make a fresh start in life. 

 

Using the Album Wings of Glory for Prevention 

 

The album, Wings of Glory: Songs of Hope and Healing from Addiction, is a much-needed tool 

of prevention with messages that are profound and persuasive. Through the power of this music 

you can gain a greater understanding of the harsh reality and enduring agony of life as an addict. 

You will also come to feel the love of God in your life and your own great individual worth. 

The purpose of this music is to help you live your life happily without drugs or other artificial 

highs. After feeling its inspiration, you will never see drugs and alcohol the same way again. 

You will begin to desire the “natural high” from God’s love that never lets you down. 

After listening to these songs, you will begin to understand the consequences of drug addiction 

and gain an inner strength and resolve to never even experiment with drugs. Your ability to 

always resist negative peer pressure will increase. High self-esteem will naturally grow as 

develop faith in God, gain a desire to avoid all addictions, be accountable for making and 

achieving goals, build strong family relationships, and find true friends. 



By listening to the Wings of Glory songs and reading the stories behind the songs, opportunities 

for discussions about the consequences of drug addiction will naturally develop. Within an 

atmosphere of love and understanding, you can discuss the drama of these real-life experiences 

with your family and friends. 

The songs from Wings of Glory have strengthened our family tremendously. I know it can 

strengthen you, too. As you share its message with those around you, your home and community 

will be a stronger, safer, and happier place to live. 

Where Does Drug Addiction Begin? 

Individuals often try alcohol and drugs for one of three reasons. These are called the “Three C’s 

of Addiction”—Curiosity, Conformity, and Confusion.  

Curiosity. Some individuals are so curious about what others are saying about alcohol and drugs 

that they want to find out for themselves if it’s true. They don’t really think about the risks 

involved in experimentation and often act impulsively. By the time they learn they don’t really 

want to be involved, they’re trapped. 

Conformity. Other individuals want to be part of a group so much that they are willing to do 

anything it takes to fit in—even if conformity means going against their own conscience and 

using alcohol and drugs. Generally, these people’s self-esteem is so low that they are always 

looking to others for approval and acceptance. 

Confusion. There are also the high-risk individuals who are just so confused about life that they 

don’t know what else to do. They make a conscious decision to use alcohol or drugs in the hope 

that they can find some relief from their feelings of isolation, depression, or emotional pain. Of 

course, their pain only gets worse. 

The “Three C’s of Addiction” must be avoided and replaced with the “Three I’s of 

Prevention”—Intelligence, Independence, and Intuition.  

Intelligence. First, you must replace curiosity about drugs by using your own intelligence to 

gather the facts. Gaining knowledge of the long-term consequences of alcohol and drug use will 

educate you without having to experiment with drugs and learn the hard way.  

Independence. Second, you must not give in to conformity, but prize your independence. As you 

begin to value yourself as an individual and always think for yourself, you will keep your values 

and standards high and be able to act as a leader to those around you.  

Intuition. Third, you must avoid the confusion of life by listening to your intuition. As you get in 

tune with your feelings, you will sense spiritual promptings and feel personal guidance in your 

life. There is always a feeling of peace when making the right decision. 

 

The bedrock of intelligence, independence, and intuition is concrete. These “Three I’s of 

Prevention” provide a firm foundation upon which all people can build their lives. 

 



Suggestions for Parents—A Guide to Drug Prevention 

If you could look into the faces of young drug addicts and listen to their stories of despair as I 

have, you would do everything in your power to help protect your children so that they do not 

ever have to go through this kind of pain. Preventing the abuse of alcohol and drugs must 

become a priority. The bottom line about drug abuse is that it always causes terrible agony and 

overwhelming sorrow to individuals and families. 

Our family once attended a well-organized block party with great food and enjoyable activities 

for the children. It was a lot of fun until many of the adults started drinking. The happy 

atmosphere soon disintegrated because of the embarrassing actions of several adults who got 

drunk. I felt sad that the children in our neighborhood had to witness this type of immature 

behavior. The party would have been a complete success if it had been alcohol-free. What a great 

message the adults could have sent to the neighborhood children—we can all have fun without 

drinking! I wish I would have suggested that this be an alcohol-free party during the planning 

stages, but I didn’t. 

Drug abuse can lead to death. People who are using drugs and alcohol can kill themselves or 

innocent victims. Injuring or killing people while driving under the influence are horrendous 

crimes. This awful insanity plunges the lives of family members and friends of the victims into a 

bottomless chasm of grief and sorrow. Our family was completely devastated, as many other 

families have been, with the horrible tragedy of having a loved one killed by a drunk driver. 

Through our family’s ongoing grief, I lost all fear of speaking out against drugs and alcohol. 

Once you’ve had your heart totally broken and your soul completely crushed by such an 

excruciating experience, nothing else really matters. You have to get involved. You have to do 

something. When my niece and her husband and their young son were severely injured and their 

baby killed by a drunk driver, my sister and brother-in-law became actively involved in MADD. 

They have helped persuade their legislature to pass more strict drunk driving laws.  

Parents can help protect their children and fight the destructive influence of drug abuse by being 

proactive within their families. The following ten suggestions can help you be an effective leader 

in your home as you teach your children to stay true to your family values.  

1. Get Actively Involved in Drug Prevention. As children see their parents actively involved in 

the community preventing drug abuse, they may be motivated to live a drug-free life. Combining 

your talents with those of other concerned parents can make a real difference. 

2. Openly Discuss Addiction Issues. Today’s young people live in a world filled with drugs that 

are available to them everywhere. It is important to share your honest feelings of concern about 

addiction. Let your children know clearly that the use of tobacco, alcohol, and drugs is not 

acceptable in your family. As you openly discuss drug and alcohol abuse with your children, you 

will help them be prepared to deal with the stress of negative peer pressure that will probably 

occur in the future. Read books together that explain drugs’ harmful effects, and take time to role 

play so your children can practice what they might say in different situations. Frequently express 

your heartfelt love to your child. Besides needing to know all the facts about drugs and alcohol 

and the consequences of addiction, children also need to know how much you care about them. 



3.  Focus on High Self-esteem. While there are no guarantees that what you do as parents will 

keep your children from making poor choices as they grow up, you want to do everything you 

can to help them succeed. It is important to find and use all the resources that are available to you 

through school, church, community organizations, and the Internet. As you educate yourself and 

effectively teach your children, you can help them avoid the pitfalls that many adolescents 

stumble into today. Try to help your children discover and maintain high self-esteem. When 

children feel good about themselves, they are less likely to get involved in drugs and other illegal 

activities. 

4. Be Cheerful and Committed. As conscientious parents, you will continually feel the heavy 

weight of responsibility in teaching and guiding your children. But always remember to be of 

good cheer (Matthew 14:27). As you radiate real happiness and love to your children, they will 

be drawn to you—and listen to you—over time. If your family is not as close as you would like, 

you can make little changes here and there until the atmosphere in your home improves, and you 

have the relationship you desire. Although you will probably make many mistakes, you need to 

keep trying. Parenting is not a part-time job. It is a lifetime commitment. 

5. Improve Communication 

Children are constantly being bombarded by negative influences that try to pull them away from 

the values being taught in the home. It is your privilege and responsibility to open up lines of 

communication with your children. Be available to them when they want to talk to you, and help 

them feel comfortable expressing themselves. You must teach your children in a positive way so 

they’ll not only understand the consequences of their choices, but also their intrinsic value as 

individuals. As communication within the family improves, your children will have a greater 

desire to always avoid alcohol and drugs. 

6. Have Fun with Family and Friends 

Take time to have fun as a family, and look for opportunities to relax, talk, and just enjoy each 

other’s company. You will get to know your children on a different level with each activity you 

participate in together. Encourage your children to make good friends, and create a warm 

atmosphere of hospitality in your home. If your children’s friends come by, invite them to s tay 

and visit or have something to eat with your family. Let your children see your example of being 

friendly to other people so they will learn these emotionally healthy social skills. Good friends 

provide a strong network for children that help them stay away from drugs and other negative 

influences. 

7. Make Your Home a “Safe Haven” 

Make your home a safe haven where your children can feel comfortable, and secure. Don’t let 

the hectic pressures of life spill over and cause stress in your family on a continual basis. 

Everyone needs some down time, so don’t over-schedule every hour of the day. Put on some 

quiet music once in a while, and try to create a feeling of peace that everyone in the family can 

enjoy. 

8. Be a Role Model for Addiction-free Living 



Children need positive role models, exemplary teachers, and other good influential people who 

will help them gain a desire to stay away from drugs. They need to see people who are leading 

happy, productive, drug-free lives. Parents are the first role models children will follow, so be 

aware of the example you are setting each day. You need to be a good role model not only for 

your children’s generation, but for your generation—and in many cases your parents’ 

generation—as well. Our world is consumed with every kind of addiction imaginable, and this is 

causing acute despair and the crumbling destruction of the family. By your example, you can 

show others how to enjoy the freedom that an addiction-free life promises. 

9. Encourage Alcohol-free Activities 

When you have the opportunity to help plan any type of activity or party that children are going 

to attend, always speak up and suggest that it be alcohol-free. Explain that children need to 

socialize with adults who can show them how to have fun without drinking—then the children 

will have the social skills they need to have fun with their peers without drinking. Alcohol 

severely damages the developing brains of children, and this important period of growth must be 

protected. Adults need to understand the great influence their behavior is having on the children 

around them and act responsibly.  

10. Support Legislation against Drunk Driving 

Find out what the laws for driving under the influence are in your state, and do what you can to 

make them tougher. Strict laws and severe penalties for every DUI will provide a wake-up call to 

people who need help in learning to be responsible for their self-centered, potentially destructive 

behavior. Many people do not take this matter seriously and even joke about getting caught, but 

driving under the influence is not a laughing matter. While always emphasizing the importance 

of never using drugs or alcohol, talk to your children about the grave dangers of driving under 

the influence. Help them to understand that they should never drive while under the influence of 

drugs and alcohol nor ride with anyone who is under the influence. 

I know that by uniting your efforts with those of other families you can make a difference in 

preventing addiction and the tidal wave of sorrow that always follows it. While it may not be 

easy, it is possible to make changes that will radiate to others in your community and to the 

whole world. The courageous work you do will not only affect your own family in a positive 

way but will also bless the lives of countless generations to come.  

I have developed a self-help drug prevention program called, “Bold & Fearless Prevention 

Program” that you might enjoy using. 

 

DISCOVERING HIGH SELF-ESTEEM 

Five Elements of High Self-esteem  

To discover happiness and high self-esteem, which I now call the “Five Elements of Joy” in the 

“13 Choices Happy Life Program,” you must have the desire to learn from the past, make wise 

choices in the present, and visualize a future filled with opportunity. The word “desire” means 

longing or wishing for something with great intensity. Without desire, there is no change. With 



desire, you can become who you want to be. Pray for the desire to improve your life as you 

embrace the past, present, and future. 

The past is past. You cannot change the past. All you can do is accept it, learn from it, and then 

share your wisdom and experiences with others. As you look honestly at yourself and observe 

the frustrations that have been going on year after year, you can see patterns of behavior that you 

know in your heart you need to change. 

The present is for making wise choices. The choices you make each day affect how you feel 

about yourself and how you interact with other people. Decisions determine your destiny. To 

achieve long-term happiness, you must consciously resist the impulse to seek short-term 

pleasure. 

The future is filled with opportunities. The dream of who you want to be and what you want to 

accomplish are all real possibilities. As you prepare yourself in advance for the challenges and 

trials that will come to you throughout your life, you will be ready to deal with the future with 

faith, not fear. 

The past, the present, and the future are all woven into the fabric of your life. As your feelings of 

happiness and high self-esteem begin to rise, your life will gradually become like a strong, 

beautiful tapestry. The Five Elements of High Self-esteem are: 

1. Faith in God 

2. Desire for Change 

3. Accountability 

4. Family Love 

5. Friends with Integrity 

As you embrace these five elements, you’ll come to understand who you really are. High self-

esteem is within you. You can discover it. 

1. Faith in God 

Your self-esteem needs to be built upon a strong, spiritual foundation. As you develop your 

relationship with God, your life will be filled with joy and peace. God loves you and knows you 

by name. Have faith in Him. When you want to feel God’s love, read the scriptures. When you 

want to express love to God, kneel down and pray. When you want to receive personal 

revelation, write in a journal. 

 

2. Desire for Change 

One of the greatest detriments to discovering happiness and high self-esteem is feeling 

depressed. There are ways to eliminate depression through medical, psychological, natural, and 

spiritual remedies. When you have a desire to change and are willing to seek help when you need 

it, you will learn to feel God’s “natural high” in your life every day. 

 

3. Accountability 

If you want to have high self-esteem, be accountable to yourself and to others for your actions. In 

simple words, do what you say you will do. If for some reason, you can’t keep a commitment, let 



others know as soon as possible. To keep commitments to yourself, it is important to counsel 

with a “mentor” to set personal goals and then report back once a week. A mentor can be a 

trusted family member, reliable friend, or a professional counselor when necessary. 

 

4. Family Love 

The family is the most important organization on earth and it must be given the attention it 

deserves. There is no real quality time without an ample amount of quantity time. Love and 

loyalty within the family are increased through acts of kindness and consideration. As hearts are 

softened through forgiveness and lives are linked through love, the family can anchor each other  

in the turbulent seas of life. 

 

5. Friends with Integrity 

Friends who are honest with you and stand by your side during hard times are a wonderful gift. 

As you seek true friends, you must be a true friend in return. It’s important to reach outside 

yourself and befriend those who look sad or lonely. When counting your friends, remember that 

relatives count—sometimes our best friends are found within our own family! Yes, “He is rich 

who hath two friends.” 

  
Using the Album Wings of Glory for High Self-esteem 

I often listened to Wings of Glory to give me hope for my son, Jonathan, as I watched him 

continue to struggle with his addictions. Other times I found myself listening to Wings of Glory 

just for myself. As I listened, I would quietly ponder and reflect on my own personal life.  

One day I decided to listen to Wings of Glory while I was cleaning and organizing my home. 

While I was doing my housework, I started asking myself some questions: “Why do I like 

listening to this album? Why does it make me feel so good? Why does it give me such an 

amazing inner strength and resolve?”  

After continually listening to Wings of Glory for three hours that day, I realized that the 

messages of these songs can bring feelings of hope and healing to many types of problems in our 

lives. The words and music not only inspire recovery from addiction, but also provide inspiration 

for other trials we have to face—low self-esteem, grief, depression, loneliness, illness, family 

strife, fractured friendships, lack of faith, and all types of compulsive behaviors. 

When I listen to this music, it helps me feel good about myself and gives me courage to do what 

I need to do each day. It lifts my spirits and helps me to have clarity of thought. It inspires me 

and brings me closer to my Savior, Jesus Christ. It makes my Heavenly Father’s love seem 

tangible and real. It gives me confidence that I can overcome all my compulsive behaviors. It 

fills my heart with serenity and peace. It encourages me to have high self-esteem. 

My wish for you is not that you change who you are, but that you can discover who you are. May 

you be blessed with inspiration as you learn to accept and appreciate your own intrinsic 

uniqueness.  

Building a Spiritual Foundation 



The foundation of high self-esteem is spiritual. When you feel the love of God in your life and 

rely on the redeeming power of Jesus Christ to heal you from sin and sorrow, you find true 

peace. However, the healing process requires you to accept full responsibility for your actions.  

When you stop reliving past shame, assigning past blame, and feeling past pain, you can allow 

love and forgiveness to fill your heart. As you repent of your sins, seek forgiveness from those 

whom you have offended, and forgive those who have offended you, then you can be spiritually 

healed.  

During my own lifelong search for high self-esteem, I came to understand a profound, eternal 

truth: As spirit children of God, each individual is born with high self-esteem. Because of this 

divine birthright, you do not need to develop high self-esteem; you simply need to discover the 

high self-esteem that is inherently within you.  

I love the poem by William Wordsworth (1770-1850), “Ode: Intimations of Immortality.” His 

words capture the vision of where we came from and who we really are:  

Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:  

The Soul that rises with us, our life’s Star,  

Hath had elsewhere its setting,  

But trailing clouds of glory do we come  

From God, who is our home:  

Heaven lies about us in our infancy!  

 

The Old Testament clearly states: So God created man in his own image, in the image of God 

created he him; male and female created he them (Genesis 1:27). Knowing this divine truth, it is 

easy to believe that high self-esteem is a heavenly gift given to us by God. Sadly, it often 

remains an unopened gift.  

In many cases, the environment and circumstances around us—and our own poor choices—

contribute to losing the high self-esteem we were endowed with as newborn creations of God. 

Traumatizing experiences can shatter high self-esteem and continual negative influences can 

slowly erode it. We then often go searching in all the wrong places with the hope of filling that 

nagging, empty void that is left in us. But, we have the power within ourselves to change. 

13 Choices for Happiness and High Self-esteem 

The story of why I wrote the 13 Choices for Happiness and High Self-esteem is found in the 

booklet, “Do You Have High Self-esteem? Can You Tell Me How to Get It?” and in the “13 

Choices Happy Life Program.” This self-help program is designed to help integrate these 13 

CHOICES into your everyday life. 

 

13 CHOICES FOR HAPPINESS AND HIGH SELF-ESTEEM 

Feeling God’s Love—Achieving your Dreams  

 

1. 

Spiritual 



I choose to worship my Father in Heaven every day and live a Christ-centered life. 

2. 

Physical 

I choose to keep my body healthy and clean and avoid addictive substances at all times. 

3. 

Mental 

I choose to use my mind to create, explore the universe, and find my place in it. 

4. 

Emotional 

I choose to share my feelings kindly and honestly with others and strive to be peaceful. 

5. 

Social 

I choose to look at all people as equals and never judge or compare others to myself. 

6.  

Psychological 

I choose to accept full responsibility for all of my choices and never blame others. 

7. 

Intellectual 

I choose to educate myself on a daily basis so I’ll be useful to the betterment of society.  

8. 

Organizational 

I choose to work within the time frame I’m given without being stressed or rushed. 

9. 

Environmental 

I choose to keep my surroundings clean and beautiful and live in a house of order. 

10. 

Financial 

I choose to enjoy my work, live frugally, and use my means to help other people. 

11. 

Recreational 

I choose to only see and listen to those things that uplift and inspire the human mind. 

12. 

Ancestral 

I choose to be the transitional figure in my family to free future generations from abuse. 

13. 

Moral 

I choose to obey all of God’s commandments and love and honor each of His children. 

 

PART V: EMBRACING THE FIVE ELEMENTS— STORIES AND SUGGESTIONS 

Faith in God, Desire for Change, Accountability, Family Love, Friends with Integrity 

 

FAITH IN GOD 

Why I Have Faith 



I believe in things I cannot see. 

I believe in electricity even though I can’t see its wires neatly hidden behind my nicely painted 

walls. I walk into my house when it’s dark at night, and I flip on the switch. I have light. I am 

grateful. I am happy. I don’t need to know everything about electricity. Electricity works, so I 

use it. 

I believe in things I can feel. 

I walk into some places, and I get a bad feeling, so I leave. My child asks to go to a certain party, 

and I get a bad feeling, so I say no. I look at my husband and without his saying anything to me I 

can feel that something is wrong. When I feel peaceful and good about a decision, it always turns 

out to be right. I don’t need to understand everything about how my feelings guide and direct my 

life. Listening to my inner feelings, or intuition, works, so I use it. 

I believe in things that are mysteries to me. 

I believe in the Internet even though it is a mystery to me. I don’t understand how I can sit at my 

computer and e-mail my kids across the country and have them instantly answer me back. I can 

push another button and communicate with all eleven of them at one time. Amazing! I don’t 

need to know everything about the intricacies of the Internet. The Internet works, so I use it.  

I know many people do not believe in a Father in Heaven as I do. They think our complex 

universe was created without any type of Divine Creator, Master Planner, or God. They also 

think that when we die, we are dismissed to the end of our existence, and there is no real purpose 

to life. But I have never believed these things, and I never will. None of this makes sense to my 

logical mind nor my spiritual heart.  

I believe in God. I have complete faith in Him. 

Faith is believing in things that I cannot see. 

Faith is believing in things that I can feel. 

Faith is believing in things that are mysteries to me. 

I have seen too many miracles in my life to doubt the existence of a kind, loving Heavenly 

Father who created our universe. I have seen too many miracles in my life to doubt that there is 

life after death. I have seen too many miracles in my life to doubt that there is indeed a real 

purpose to life: 

The miracle of answers to prayers, 

The miracle of safety even when I didn’t have time to pray, 

The miracle of seeing my loved ones’ lives preserved, 

The miracle of having my health restored, 



The miracle of lost things being found by an unseen hand, 

The miracle of the right person coming into my life, 

The miracle of having my family sustained during trials, 

The miracle of having my mind and heart healed. 

I have faith in God. I cannot see Him, but I can feel Him—and I have always loved a good 

mystery! 

Although I don’t understand all the mysteries of God right now, I know that someday I will. 

Until then, I choose to walk by faith. As I move forward, I trust in the spiritual light and 

inspiration that comes from God. I know that all the blessings I need in my life will come after 

the trial of my faith.  

That the trial of your faith, being much more precious than of gold that perisheth, though it be 

tried with fire, might be found unto praise and honour and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ: 

Whom having not seen, ye love; in whom, though now ye see him not, yet believing, ye rejoice 

with joy unspeakable and full of glory: Receiving the end of your faith, even the salvation of 

your souls (Peter 1:7-9). 

Without faith, progress stops. With faith, miracles happen.  

Faith is power.  

Faith is light.  

Faith is real.  

Faith works, so I use it. 

Life’s Beautiful Attitudes 
 

The Beatitudes were taught by our Savior during his Sermon on the Mount and were recorded in 

the New Testament. I once heard The Beatitudes referred to as life’s “beautiful attitudes.” By 

making these beautiful attitudes a part of our daily thoughts and actions, we will have the power 

to withstand the contention, temptation, and negative peer pressure that confronts us each day. 

As we embrace these true principles for living as taught by Jesus Christ, our lives will be filled 

with happiness and peace and our self-esteem will increase. 
 

Jesus taught us that we must not only have faith to be good, but must also have faith to be strong. 

He warned us of persecutions that follow the believers and said when, not if, we are ridiculed or 

despised for our faith in Him: Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, and persecute you 

(Matthew 5:11).  We must always be prepared to stand alone and be courageous when 

persecutions come.  
 

 Jesus also taught the spiritual answer to these promised persecutions:   
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Love . . . bless . . . do good . . . and pray for them which despitefully use you and persecute you 

(Matthew 5:44). He showed us by his example how to love all people with a perfect, 

unconditional love. 

 

God’s Timeless Truths 
 

Ten Commandments are found in the Bible in Exodus 20:3-17. These commandments were 

given to Moses and were written by the finger of God on “tables” of stone (Exodus 31:18, 32:15-

16).  

 

When Moses returned from communing with God, he found the Israelites worshipping a golden 

calf. Their idolatry and wickedness filled him with anger and he broke these Ten 

Commandments (Exodus 32:19). 
 

Moses, in great sorrow, continued to pray and intercede for this people whom he loved. Once 

again, because these commandments were so important, God wrote them a second time on stone 

tables (Exodus 34:1). 
 

If we believe the Bible to be the word of God, we must also believe that the Ten Commandments 

are true principles, especially after God literally spelled them out for us—twice. I refer to them 

as “The Big Ten.” They are absolute truths that never vary, and they will lead us onto that one 

and only true pathway to happiness.  
 

If the world would return to living these ten basic rules of conduct, it would be filled with peace. 

I love these inspired commandments. As I have reflected on their meaning over the years, I have 

come to understand how I can really apply them to my life. 

 

Lord, Teach Us to Pray 
 

The disciples of Jesus Christ asked Him to teach them how to pray. This pattern of prayer that 

He gave to them, that we now reverently call the Lord’s Prayer, was recorded by both Matthew 

(Matthew 6:5-15) and Luke (Luke 11:1-13) in the New Testament. There is much to learn about 

prayer from these two chapters. I know when we pray with faith in the name of Jesus Christ that 

we can truly communicate with our Heavenly Father. It’s as real as calling Him the phone. Every 

sincere prayer we offer will be answered someday.  
 

And he said unto them, Which of you shall have a friend, and shall go unto him at midnight, and 

say unto him, Friend, lend me three loaves;  
 

For a friend of mine in his journey is come to me, and I have nothing to set before him?  
 

 And he from within shall answer and say, Trouble me not: the door is now shut, and my children 

are with me in bed; I cannot rise and give thee.  
 

I say unto you, Though he will not rise and give him, because he is his friend, yet because of his 

importunity* he will rise and give him as many as he needeth.  
 

 And I say unto you, Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be 

opened unto you  (Luke 11: 5-9). 
 
 

*Importunity: urgent persistence in requesting or begging, 
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DESIRE FOR CHANGE 

Overcoming Addictions and Compulsive Behaviors 

When talking about high self-esteem, it is necessary to talk about addictive and compulsive 

behavior. Unfortunately, they always seem to walk hand-in-hand. One dictionary definition of 

self-esteem is “to think well of oneself.” One dictionary definition of addiction is “the condition 

of being a slave to a habit.” If we suffer from any type of addiction or compulsive behavior, we 

will not be able to think well of ourselves as long as we continue doing those things which make 

us slaves. 

People who suffer from any kind of addictive or compulsive behavior are most likely also 

suffering from low self-esteem. These problems are enormous, the consequences are severe, and 

there are so many people—children and adults alike—who are suffering from these debilitating 

feelings. Low self-esteem affects not only their feelings towards themselves, but it also has a 

rippling effect that undermines their ability to make and maintain lasting relationships with their 

spouse, children, and all other people they may want to associate with throughout their lives.  

In reality, we are all one step away from getting on a road that leads to an addictive or 

compulsive behavior. Each hour of the day we are faced with many decisions. The 

environmental influences around us or our own poor choices can start us down a spiraling path 

that takes us away from everything we love and cherish.  

A moment of weakness when faced with peer pressure may contribute to drug abuse. Continuing 

to take prescription drugs after an injury is healed may contribute to an addiction. Misguided 

competitiveness and physical insecurities may contribute to steroid use. The click of a mouse on 

the Internet may contribute to an addiction to pornography or gambling. An obsessive concern 

about looks, or compulsive need for self-control, may contribute to eating disorders. Using food 

to soothe emotional needs may contribute to obesity. The impulsive use of glittering credit cards 

or falling into schemes to “get rich quick” may contribute to crushing debt. The list goes on and  

on. Entrapments are all around us. We must continually be on guard against every enticement 

that can enslave us.  

People who suffer from low self-esteem will predictably find some type of addictive or 

compulsive behavior to mask their negative feelings about themselves. Until they seek help for 

these demoralizing challenges and embrace God’s healing power, they cannot have high self-

esteem. Once they discover high self-esteem, they will find the strength within themselves to 

resist these traps that bring such unhappiness. 

Some people mistakenly think they have high self-esteem when what they really have is self-

confidence. While having self-confidence is an important part of having high self-esteem, it’s not 

everything. Self-confidence gives people the courage to stand up and do or say whatever they 

feel is right at the time. Self-esteem is the quiet whisperings of the soul that allow people to feel 

completely at peace with themselves when no one else is around.  

As I observed the long-term consequences of addiction and how it ruined individual lives and 

tore families apart, I tried to better understand the relationship between addiction and low self-



esteem. I began to wonder why I suffered from low self-esteem when I didn’t think I had any 

type of addiction myself. One day I was reading a book in order to better understand Jonathan’s 

addictions. The more I read, the more I came to realize that I needed to read this book for 

myself—not just for my son! I remember thinking, “Oh, my goodness! This book is talking 

about me!”  

I then stopped everything else I had planned to do that day and read the whole book from cover 

to cover. After finishing the book, I could clearly see how I, and many other people as well, have 

been plagued with compulsive behaviors. Whether you want to call these problems addictions or 

compulsive behaviors, it really makes no difference. They all bring great personal anguish. Low 

self-esteem is a contributing factor to all addictive and compulsive behaviors.  

I realized I would never be able to effectively help my son recover from his addictions until I 

dealt with my own compulsive behaviors that had I had unknowingly allowed to control my life. 

With feelings of both sadness and relief, I finally understood for the first time that I could never 

change my son—I could only change myself. 

Spiritual Keys: Repentance and Forgiveness 

There are two types of sorrow we have to deal with in life that affect our self-esteem. The wrong 

choices we make that create sorrow for ourselves require repentance. The wrong choices other 

people make that inflict sorrow upon us require forgiveness. 

I once met a delightful married couple who had previously been addicted to tobacco, alcohol, 

and drugs for many years. They had both desperately wanted to stop, but kept relapsing. They 

finally understood that their only hope was to completely repent of their sins, turn their lives over 

to God, embrace His divine teachings, and ask Him to heal them. Through their fervent prayers, 

perfect faith, and blessings from God, they were miraculously healed from their addictions. 

When I became acquainted with this incredible couple, they were both actively involved in their 

community and church and were raising two beautiful children. They taught me so much about 

how to do God’s will. They completely embraced, as a normal part of their everyday lives, the 

spiritual commitments to which I had often only given lip service up to that point in my life. I 

could see how relying on Jesus Christ’s Atonement had healed them through their sincere 

repentance and His divine forgiveness. 

Repentance is vital to high self-esteem. When we make mistakes or sin, we need to acknowledge 

and accept that what we have done is wrong. As long as we blame others, or make excuses for 

ourselves, we cannot move forward in life. We are spiritually and emotionally stuck in one place. 

The scriptures clearly explain how to resolve our past sins and weaknesses—replace 

rationalization with repentance. He that covereth his sins shall not prosper: but whoso confesseth 

and forsaketh them shall have mercy (Proverbs 27:13). 

Our life is like a house, and we need to claim ownership. If we say we don’t own our house, then 

we are just pretending that all the problems in our house are someone else’s fault. When we take 

full ownership, we are then free to keep, fix up, or sell our house. The Savior can help us build 

the house of our dreams. He said: In my Father’s house are many mansions . . . I go to prepare a 

place for you (John 14:2). 



Before we can repent of our sins, we must feel guilt for our mistakes. Guilt is a misunderstood 

word. Some people feel guilty about everything going on in their lives. Others feel guilty about 

nothing. Guilt is for sin. If something is not a sin, we should not feel guilty about it. If it is a sin, 

we should feel guilty about it—then we should stop what we’re doing, repent, and seek God’s 

forgiveness. Jesus Christ said: For I will be merciful to their unrighteousness, and their sins and 

their iniquities will I remember no more (Hebrews 8:12). 

We can all have a spiritual rebirth as did Saul, the influential leader of New Testament times, 

who had previously persecuted the Christian saints. The repentant Saul became Paul the Apostle, 

and he actively taught the doctrine of repentance and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. We can do as 

Paul did with regard to his own sins—admit them, repent of them, and preach against them. 

After we sincerely repent of our sins, we must seek forgiveness. It is our responsibility to accept 

God’s divine mercy and grace into our lives. Many of us never move on to this next step, but 

keep dwelling on past sins. Christ kindly taught about the cleansing power of repentance and 

forgiveness when he addressed the publicly disgraced woman with these spiritually transforming 

words: Neither do I condemn thee: go, and sin no more (John 8:11). 

To receive forgiveness, we must be willing to forgive others. For if ye forgive men their 

trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you (Matthew 6:14). Only through forgiveness 

will we ever feel completely free and whole again. 

If we are angry because we have been hurt by another person, either intentionally or 

unintentionally, we need to acknowledge our pain and anguish as being very real. But then we 

need to fervently pray for emotional relief, and rely on the Savior to heal us.  

Over time, through our Savior’s help, we can replace our hurt and anger with true forgiveness. 

He will help us forgive, and then forget, our deepest sorrows. He will take away our pain and 

anguish. He will help us say with complete sincerity and love to those who have so deeply hurt 

us, “I forgive you.” 

The spiritual keys of repentance and forgiveness unlock the door to joy and peace. Using these 

keys daily helps bring high self-esteem. 

“When I Do Good, I Feel Good” 

There is a quote by Abraham Lincoln that I think is so true: “When I do good, I feel good. When 

I don’t do good, I don’t feel good.”  

You cannot expect to feel good about yourself if you continue to do those things that you know 

from your past experiences will cause you to feel bad about yourself. Life is a continuing series 

of trial and error experiences. While you will learn from your mistakes, you don’t have to learn 

everything the hard way. You can also learn from other people’s experiences. But even after you 

know what you should do, changing your behavior may still be extremely difficult. 

Sometimes it is the easiest things in life that are the hardest to do: getting up in the morning 

when the alarm clock rings, having a little daily exercise, eating like we know we should, being 
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on time. The list goes on and on. The question is, “Why do we not change?” I believe it is 

because of low self-esteem. 

When people have low self-esteem, they doubt their ability to make real progress in their lives. 

They often live with masked feelings of lingering depression. Every time they try and fail at 

something, they often become too discouraged to try any more. 

Years ago, I gave up making New Year’s resolutions because I could never be consistent in 

achieving my goals. Finally, I discovered something new. I learned I didn’t have to be consistent 

every day of my life to reach my goals. I just had to keep trying. When I would backslide as most 

of us do, I didn’t have to give up on my goals. I simply needed to acknowledge that I really was 

backsliding, analyze what got me off track, and then start again. By lowering my expectations of 

trying to be perfectly consistent all the time, I began to take a much slower, relaxed approach. As 

in the well-known fable of the tortoise and the hare, I learned I could reach my goals in the slow 

lane—even with a few detours along the way. 

Seven Suggestions for a Peaceful Life 

The following suggestions are a few practical ideas that contribute to a peaceful life. It is a short 

list that teaches you how to “do good” so you will “feel good” as you strive for the goals you 

desire in life.   

Sunshine. Spend time outdoors every day. The early morning sunshine is especially good for 

lifting feelings of depression. Find a quiet retreat where you can enjoy nature. 

Art. What goes into your eyes goes into your mind and soul. Spend time looking at art that 

reflects the beauty of God’s creations. Use your hands to create your own works of art. 

Work. Look forward to choosing a vocation that brings personal satisfaction. Be willing to gain 

more education and training to achieve your goals. Volunteer your skills to help other people 

succeed. 

 Balance. Try to organize your priorities to maintain a “balanced life” as taught by Brigham 

Young: Eight hours of sleep, eight hours of work, and eight hours of recreation and service to 

others. 

Moral Purity. Do not view pornography—it is addictive and destructive. Be pure and chaste 

before marriage and true and faithful to covenants between husband and wife after marriage. 

Environment. Your environment affects your behavior. Whenever possible, do not live where 

other people smoke, drink, or use illegal drugs. Keep your belongings clean and orderly. 

Health. Never use tobacco, alcohol, or illegal drugs. The use of any one of these addictive 

substances encourages the use of the others. Be a leader and encourage all your friends to also 

avoid these substances. 

ACCOUNTABILITY 

Learning to be accountable for our actions is a part of becoming a mature adult. When we 

continually make excuses for ourselves, we weaken our character. At some point, we need to 

learn to accept the consequences for our own choices and stop blaming others. If we have 

children, we need to teach them to be accountable for their actions—once we have learned to be 



accountable ourselves. This section of the book discusses four areas where we can learn 

accountability and also help teach our children to be accountable: Community Involvement, 

Educational Opportunities, Physical Fitness, and Church Participation. 

Community Involvement 

Any activity that builds high self-esteem is valuable. There are many types of programs or 

projects within the community to be involved in, either as individuals or families, that provide 

opportunities for growth and teach accountability. 

I have a fond childhood memory of my father insisting that my four brothers get out of bed early 

one Saturday morning to fill in all the potholes on our street. My brothers complained loudly that 

“it was not their job” to fill in these potholes—they said it was the city’s job to take care of the 

streets. My father’s only reply was, “The city hasn’t done it yet, so we’re doing it.”  

Amidst much complaining, he took my brothers and they filled in all the potholes on our street—

which was several blocks long. Later, when driving down our street, I always heard a hint of 

pride in my brothers’ voices when they talked about the day they had to fill in the potholes. 

Although they didn’t want to do it, they felt good that they had done something that benefited 

our family—and the community. 

We all benefit directly or indirectly from other people’s services in our communities. During 

some seasons of our life, we will be on the receiving end. We drive on roads we didn’t pave, we 

live in houses we didn’t build, and we enjoy freedoms that most of us have not had to defend. As 

our circumstances change, we enter into new seasons of life where we can give back to our 

communities and country. 

Sometimes people are scared to get involved in new activities. I am grateful to my mother for 

something she taught me when I was young. She was a beautiful, strong-willed, outspoken 

California girl who grew up on the beaches of Santa Monica. She had a somewhat cocky 

expression that she passed on to each of her eight children. If we were afraid to go somewhere or 

try something new she would say to us, “If you don’t know what you’re doing, act as if you own 

the place.” So, yes, “acting” sometimes helps. 

It will do your self-esteem good to be involved in your community and push yourself beyond 

your comfort zone in order to help those around you. If you have children at home, you may 

need to limit your community involvement so you have plenty of time to spend with them, 

communicate with them, and help them develop their talents. 

I remember a family discussion we had years ago when our children were all young. We asked 

each of our children to tell us about their talents. Alison, Jonathan, and Andrew all eagerly spoke 

up and then took turns naming several of their talents. 

When it was time for our fourth child, Ben, to speak, big tears started rolling down his little 

cheeks. He hung his head sadly and said, “I don’t have any talents.” As I watched him cry, I had 

a flashback to my own childhood when I felt that my siblings had received all the talents in the 

family and I was left with nothing. I completely understood how he felt. 



I tried to reassure him by pointing out his many different talents, but he would always counter 

what I said with, “That’s Alison’s talent . . . that’s Jonathan’s talent . . .  that’s Andrew’s talent.” 

I finally realized that he wanted to have a talent that was different and unique from everyone else 

in the family. There was nothing I could say to comfort him that night. 

The next day I read in the newspaper about a tryout for a children’s musical production. I took 

him to the tryouts and he got a part—as a little black bat in a traveling community theater 

musical production of Snow White. That was the beginning of his musical career as a performer 

and singer. He had found his niche! I was so grateful to my community for providing my young 

son with this opportunity that he needed. 

Sometimes children are too shy to try new things. As you stand by their side and give them 

gentle words of encouragement, they will eventually gain more confidence. I remember how 

timid one of my daughters was to play t-ball. For the first few games, I had to stand beside her 

while she was batting, and then take her by the hand and run with her all around the bases. 

Halfway through the season, she told me she no longer needed my assistance! 

Giving and receiving services within your community will benefit you both individually and as a 

family. There is something for everyone to do. The more you get involved and participate with 

others, the stronger your family and community will be. 

Educational Opportunities 

Being well educated encourages high self-esteem and teaches a person accountability to teachers. 

I had a dear aunt who lived near a university. After all of her children were in school, she started 

taking one class every semester just for the love of learning. She inspired me to always keep 

learning as I observed her happy, positive outlook on life—despite the many hardships and 

tragedies she had endured during her lifetime. 

Later in my life, I met a man who had traveled the world as an accomplished musician for 

several years. At the age of thirty, he decided he wanted to be a doctor. I met him when he was in 

his early forties—and just beginning his practice as an obstetrician. I was impressed with his 

family’s willingness to sacrifice to help him accomplish this goal. I was especially grateful to 

him for his training when he identified two chronic medical problems I had been dealing with for 

years. He was an answer to my prayers. 

As you reach a different stage of life, or are not satisfied with your current career, you can go 

back to school. Three women I know from different parts of the country went back to college 

after their children were raised to obtain music education degrees. They now all teach music and 

conduct amazing choirs within their own communities. 

My sister went back to college at the age of fifty-seven after her husband died because she 

wanted to earn her law degree. I went back to college after my second child was born because I 

wanted to earn my English degree. My supportive husband cheerfully took care of our two 

children while I studied and went to night school—even though I did not have any plans to have 

a full-time career. I just wanted to be a well educated, creative, stay-at-home mom. 



A thirst for knowledge can be a lifelong pursuit. Your enjoyment of life will increase as you 

continue to learn, grow, and develop new skills and talents. Education can be gained in a formal 

classroom setting or through your own personal study and research. People who have difficulty 

reading can listen to books on tapes or watch educational television. However, beware of the trap 

of time-wasting television. If there is a specific show you want to see, watch it and then turn the 

television off. Television can become a magnet that mesmerizes the mind. Parents teach by their 

example. 

I have many memories from my high school days of my father feverishly helping my siblings 

and me type up term papers—usually the night before they were due. Unfortunately, I passed on 

this bad habit of procrastination to my own children! We’ve had some great bonding moments as 

we stayed up late at night together to work on a school project or paper that was due the next 

day. While I don’t recommend this sleep-deprived approach to other parents, all parents need to 

show an interest in their children’s school work. My children know they can come to me for their 

questions in English. If they need tutoring in Spanish or math, they go to their father. 

School work and homework are very demanding and need to be given high priority. Ideally, 

there should be a specific time and place to do homework. We choose not to fight this battle with 

our children, but just encourage them to study hard and do their best. When they ask what they 

will get for good grades, I always say, “Two kisses on each cheek.” We want them to gain 

internal rewards for their own accomplishments. Some children may need more tangible rewards. 

There is not one right way to motivate children to excel. 

Besides providing regular school work, schools can be a valuable asset in making extracurricular 

activates available to our children. Music and sports have dominated our children’s lives, but 

there are many other types of school clubs and activities that are also available. While everyone’s 

circumstances are different, we need to be willing to help to make school activities successful. 

While we can’t volunteer all of the time, we should volunteer part of the time. 

Encourage your children to be involved in many different kinds of activities until they find what 

they really enjoy doing. It’s important that you support them in their interests—not just your 

interests. Participating in activities they love will boost their self-esteem. Each activity gives 

them a new circle of friends to enjoy throughout the year. 

Don’t overwhelm your children with too many activities. They need some “down time” just as 

you do. Remember, too, that when you schedule a child into an activity you are also scheduling 

yourself. Remember to relax and enjoy some fun, educational activities in your own home where 

you can spend time together as a family. 

Physical Fitness 

Because having good health is important for high self-esteem, some type of exercise program is a 

necessity and encourages accountability to oneself. When I was a teenager, I enjoyed ballet, 

ballroom dancing, cheerleading, and marching on the drill team. My husband was—and still is—

an excellent basketball player, all-around athlete, and a real sports enthusiast. Physical fitness 

activities have always played a big role in our family’s life. 



One summer when I was signing up my children for their swimming lessons, I decided on the 

spur of the moment to sign myself up for an adult swimming class, too! At first I felt a little bit 

awkward taking lessons at my age, but I had such a good time, I soon overcame my 

embarrassment. Although I never did learn to do a running dive off the diving board without 

doing a belly flop, I enjoyed swimming much more after I learned a few more of the basic 

strokes. 

Everyone benefits from some kind of physical exercise. Many types of fitness programs are 

available today. Some adults enjoy playing on community recreational teams. My favorite thing 

to do is to get outside in the warm sunshine and have a good, long, old-fashioned walk. Walking 

will do wonders to lift our spirits and increase our self-esteem as we build up good health—one 

mile at a time. 

It is never too late to start an exercise program. I once read an article about a weight-training 

research program that was conducted for senior citizens. The people doing the research decided 

to include some patients confined in rest homes. These elderly people who participated in the 

study became so healthy and strong by lifting weights that they had to leave the rest home 

because they no longer required that kind of supervised care. Better late than never! 

For many years, my exercise just consisted of chasing after my kids—which is useful, but not 

enough to feel really healthy and energetic! But after I developed severe tendonitis in both of my 

arms, I had to start a regular exercise program for the first time in my life. Through walking each 

day, lifting weights, and swimming, my arms gradually healed, and my overall health improved 

dramatically.  

Exercise reduces my stress, gives me more confidence and energy, and helps me sleep better at 

night. The time devoted to exercise is well worth it, as it makes me more productive the rest of 

the day. 

Some of our children loved sports, but some did not. Andrew’s passion for sports began in Little 

League and continued till he reached his dream to play Division I college football. On the other 

hand, my daughter Kat didn’t enjoy sports, but she joined the track team in junior high school 

just to get in shape. Her understanding coach let her run with the team without going to the 

meets. But, she now enjoys working out every day and is an inspiration to the rest of family!  

My daughter Annie loved gymnastics, which is an expensive sport. I told her she was too tall to 

be a gymnast, and it wouldn’t be worth the investment. So I made her take dance lessons. 

Finally, she started saving her own money, took gymnastic lessons, and proved me wrong. She 

became an excellent gymnast, and now loves teaching gymnastics to children. I should have let 

her follow her heart.  

We have fond memories of attending all of our children’s ball games. When our oldest children 

were young, we lived in a small Idaho community that had a huge playing field with several 

baseball diamonds on it. One Saturday, four of our children, Ali, Jonathan, Andrew, and Ben, 

were all playing baseball games at the same time—with varying degrees of interest. My husband 

and I walked from game to game as we tried to cheer each of them on! Sometimes we have been 

able to watch two kids participate at the same time, as when Elizabeth was a cheerleader  in high 



school and would cheer for Rebekah’s basketball team, and when Angela and Rebekah played on 

the same varsity basketball team together. In Texas, Matt played in the Fun, Fair, Positive Soccer 

League. This was a great model for all youth sports. Michelle has been chanting, “Go, defense!” 

since she was two, and is now playing sports like her older siblings! 

Structured physical fitness programs can give kids opportunities to develop new skills and enjoy 

the benefits of teamwork. When our children were young, my husband and I would sometimes 

volunteer to coach their teams to help them have a positive learning experience. 

When children play on sports teams with encouraging, optimistic coaches, their self-esteem is 

increased. I’m grateful for the discipline, skills, and lessons of life that our children have learned 

over the years from the many constructive coaches they have had. The inspiration from these 

coaches has filtered down into our family in a positive way. These outstanding coaches have 

made our job as parents easier. 

Church Participation 

Attending church regularly is necessary for high self-esteem because it plays a vital role in our 

spiritual and emotional well-being and teaches accountability to God. When we lived in New 

Hampshire, we met with a wonderful congregation. They fellowshipped our family and made us 

feel so welcome. Many of them were aware that we were dealing with some serious problems in 

our family, but no one ever judged or criticized us. Instead, they were extremely kind and gave 

us the moral support we needed. 

Our local church leader was an experienced man with much wisdom whom we greatly admired 

and respected. One day he invited my husband and me to counsel with him in his office. He 

shared many experiences that he’d had with his own children, and then he asked us if he could 

give us some advice for our teenagers. We said, “Yes.” 

He paused for a moment, folded his hands on his desk, and looked at us with a little half-smile 

on his usually serious face and said, “You know, you just have to keep loving them.” 

Tears burned my eyes when he said those words because I was so angry at being told I needed to 

love my teenagers more. I thought of the years I had tried to love them only to be rebuffed. 

Feeling like I was going to explode, I quickly got up, walked out of his office, and slammed the 

door—leaving my sweet husband and kind church leader staring at me as I furiously left.  

Two weeks later I heard those exact same words from the high school guidance counselors who 

were teaching an adolescent parenting class: “You know, you just have to keep loving them.” 

Finally, I realized that they, and my church leader, were right. Love has great power.  

No one is strong all the time. We need to rely on each other, pray for each other, and strengthen 

each other in times of need. Just as the roots of the towering California Redwoods intertwine 

with one another to help hold each other up, our spiritual roots will be strengthened as we 

intertwine them with others in love and service. 



Jesus spent his whole life mingling with those who needed him. He didn’t keep his spiritual 

strength to himself. He shared. He lifted. He healed. His counsel to us was to follow His 

example. Humbly He taught: Feed my lambs . .  . Feed my sheep (John 21:15-16). 

Church leaders can have a profound, positive influence on our children’s commitment to live 

high values. I remember a full-page newspaper ad that was paid for by one of the local churches 

when we lived in Mississippi. It was a written pledge that the teenagers of that town were 

publicly making about practicing abstinence before marriage. The name of each teenager making 

the pledge was printed in the paper.  

At the bottom of the page was an asterisk that explained that a few of the names on the page 

were teenagers who had not practiced abstinence in the past, but were now recommitting 

themselves to practice chastity in the future. I was so impressed that these teenagers, under the 

guidance of their wise church leader, would print their names in a newspaper that the whole 

community would read. I admired their willingness to take a moral stand and be an example to 

others. 

I loved living in the South, where the whole community seemed to take religion very seriously. 

Not only did families attend church on Sundays, but Wednesday nights were also set aside for 

mid-week church youth activities. There were never any conflicts with ball games or other 

extracurricular school activities because all of the churches in the community planned some kind 

of church activity for their youth to be involved in on Wednesday night. 

I’ve heard church described as a place that makes “bad men good and good men better.” This is 

true. All men, women, teenagers, and children can benefit from the blessings of consistent 

church attendance. We show our love and gratitude to God when we worship together within our 

congregations. The church can also become a social extension of our lives where we bui ld lasting 

friendships with people who share our standards and values.  

Structured church activities can help our children and teenagers to set high goals for themselves 

and provide a support system to help them reach those goals. Their self-esteem will increase as 

they enjoy wholesome activities and participate in worthwhile service projects. 

Churches strengthen families. Families strengthen churches. Churches and families strengthen 

communities.  

FAMILY LOVE 

Suggestions for Strong Families 

My husband and I implemented these suggestions as we gradually learned them over the years. 

They have greatly improved our family relationships—we just wish we had implemented all 

these ideas sooner! 

1. If you are married, develop a strong, united relationship with your spouse. The success of any 

organization starts at the top. A loving, happy marriage helps your children to feel great security.  



2. Bond early with your children. Children won’t remember the countless hours you spent caring 

for them when they were young. But, they will be drawn back to you because of the time you 

devoted. 

3. Live within your income. Good money management is a skill that the whole family can gain. 

Become resourceful and creative in how your family earns, saves, and spends money as you 

learn self-reliance. 

4. Take a time out.  Family members each need to have their own place to go when they are 

angry or upset and need time to cool off. Angry outbursts ruin relationships and require 

repentance and repair. 

5. Eat meals together at home. The dinner table is the perfect setting to talk about everyone’s 

day, teach about good nutrition, and practice using proper table manners. Prepare and clean up 

meals as a family. 

6. Create one-on-one time. Give each child some special time to be alone with you so you can 

talk to each other without being interrupted by others. Your relationships will grow and deepen 

over the years. 

7. Treat friends like family. Your family will be stronger if you are inclusive, not exclusive, of 

other people. A variety of family friends can be a source of enjoyment, wisdom, and support in 

times of need. 

8. Do little acts of service. The Boy Scout motto, “Do a good turn daily,” can be a way of life for 

your family. As you give of your time and talents, you will find that your family is blessed with 

joy. 

9. Attend church together and read the scriptures as a family. As you study the scriptures in your 

home, you reinforce spiritual truths learned at church. Your children will feel your commitment 

to God. 

10. Have family prayer. As you humbly thank the Lord for your daily blessings and ask for His 

guidance and protection, you will feel His love in your home. Spiritual healing will bless your 

lives. 

11. Establish family traditions. Start when your children are young to do activities everyone 

enjoys and looks forward to each year. By enjoying holidays, birthdays, and vacations, family 

ties are enriched. 

12. Hold family councils and post a monthly family calendar. Let children speak and express 

their opinions about family matters. Write down all upcoming activities and attend as a family 

when possible. 

13. Find some comfortable family routines. Family life will go more smoothly if there is some 

structure and a predictable routine. Even if you’re not a consistent person, make an effort to do 

the basics. 



14. Keep family rules simple. It is easier to teach and enforce a few rules. Our rules fall into three 

categories: respect, obedience, and trust (or R-O-T as our children call them!), but, they know 

what we expect! 

15. Learn to discipline effectively. Through prayer, this inspiration came into my mind: 

“Discipline should be quick, consistent, and fair.” Read books to learn how to discipline 

effectively. 

16. Discuss disagreements during the day. It is better if everyone can go to bed happy at night 

and leave home happy in the morning. Timing is important. Make appointments to talk when 

necessary. 

17. Teach with writing assignments. When there are problems with discipline, have children 

write about the changes they need to make in a notebook. This notebook becomes a record of the 

real issues. 

18. Work together. Doing housework and yard work with children may be a chore, but it is a 

good way to connect with them. It also contributes to their feelings of accomplishment and high 

self-esteem. 

19. Play together. Playing together encourages laughter, happiness, and bonding within the 

family. Block out at least one special time a week on your calendar when you can all do 

something fun together. 

20. Deepen your children’s roots. Attend family reunions and get to know extended relatives. 

You never know which aunt, uncle, distant cousin, or grandparent might have a lasting influence 

on your child. 

These twenty suggestions have helped strengthen our family. I hope they will give you some new 

ideas of your own on how you can improve the relationships within your family. As long as you 

never give up and always keep trying, you can help your own family to gradually become 

stronger, happier, and more united. 

Healing Hearts through Music 

I have often wondered how our family survived the many years of living with addiction in our 

home. It was so hard on my marriage relationship and it was also a terrible strain on each of our 

children. Looking back on the years of conflict, confusion, and loneliness that were heaped upon 

our children, I believe it was music that healed their pain and held us together. Music lifted our 

spirits when we were depressed, brought peace to our hearts, and gave us hope on days that 

seemed hopeless. 

When I think of my own humble beginnings in music—sitting in the last chair of the second 

violins in my junior high and high school orchestras—I am grateful for the way music influenced 

my life. Even though I never became a great violinist, I did learn how to read and write music. I 

grew up with a piano in my home, and we also had an old-fashioned pump organ and a modern 

organ that some of my siblings played. I knew music was important to my mother. When I was 

young, she instilled in me a love for music by playing classical music on our old record player.   



My husband, David, was a very accomplished cornet player in many bands and orchestras. He 

also sang in choirs and learned to play the piano. At one point in his life he wanted to major in 

music, but later switched to business. Together we passed our love for music on to our children. 

I’m glad we bought that old, upright piano when Ali was just a toddler years ago. It became the 

foundation for our children’s musical training, and it has brought much happiness into our home.  

I can’t really explain why music made such a difference in our family, I just know that it did. 

Somehow it helped us cope and inspired us to keep moving forward in life. Singing together as a 

family, playing the piano and other musical instruments, listening to beautiful music, and singing 

hymns at church all played an important part in renewing us emotionally and spiritually. Music 

has a way of connecting us to God and letting us feel his divine love. 

The power of music healed our family’s hearts and strengthened our family relationships. It 

continues to bring us great joy. I know there is no faster way to invite the Spirit of the Lord into 

our homes than with good music. Beautiful music truly heals the soul. 

As a family, we have often gathered around our old upright piano for many impromptu “sing-a-

longs” that have created pockets of family happiness amidst the chaos. With my daughters taking 

turns accompanying my husband on the piano, his rich tenor voice often rang throughout our 

house as he sang “Bring Him Home” from Les Miserables. Hearing him sing this song always 

made me feel of the great love he had for each of his sons and daughters. I think they have all felt 

the depth of his love through this powerful song, too. 

Our children were blessed with many gifted music teachers who inspired them with excellent 

musical training, great moments of joy, and a much-needed expressive outlet as they performed 

in choirs, bands, and orchestras. As we sat with our children and listened to concert after concert 

throughout the years, it became a welcome diversion from our many other cares and concerns. 

While I didn’t know it at the time, by attending all of these concerts as a family, we were all 

bonding together as we listened to quality music. 

My children’s lives have been richly blessed by music. They learned more than just reading 

notes and playing techniques from their teachers. They also learned refinement, sensitivity, 

appreciation for beautiful music, discipline, and many other important lessons for life. 

All of my children have their own stories of how music influenced their lives and blessed us as a 

family. Here are a few examples. 

Ali was our first child to take piano lessons. Her teacher was a beautiful lady who was confined 

to a wheelchair. Ali would sit sweetly on a little stool beside her teacher’s wheelchair and listen 

intently as this lovely lady taught her the beginning piano notes. As a young teenager, when Ali 

knew I was feeling stressed, she would often sit down and quietly play the piano for me. Her 

music always calmed me down. She also learned to play and enjoy the violin. 

Jonathan surprised me at a Cub Scout talent show when he announced he was going to play the 

piano. Knowing he’d only had a few weeks of lessons, I whispered in his ear, “But, Jonathan, 

you don’t know how to play the piano yet.” With great self-assurance he stood up and said, “Yes, 

I do.” He marched up to the piano, sat down, and played the simplified version of “Chopsticks.” 

I learned not to question his confidence in his talents! As a teenager, he loved playing the drums. 



Andrew didn’t like playing the piano when he was young, but he did agree to take guitar lessons 

and then continued on to play the electric guitar. Later, when he was in college and on a football 

team, he took piano and voice lessons—despite his demanding schedule. His early childhood 

introduction to music was now beginning to bear fruit! We were amazed at Andrew’s musical 

talents as he played and sang in our family’s traditional Christmas Eve program that year! 

Ben loved to play the guitar and the piano and enjoyed writing songs and music. When I wrote 

the lyrics to the song “Why Do I Wonder?”, I could not compose a melody to go with the lyrics. 

In my frustration, I finally handed my lyrics to Ben and said, “I don’t have the music for this 

song. Maybe you do.” He did. In thirty minutes he composed a beautiful musical arrangement—

and that was the beginning of us joining our musical talents together. He is so musically gifted! 

With little musical training, Annie has been blessed with several influential choir teachers who 

greatly inspired her. She has a natural gift for connecting with young people through music and 

became a choir teacher herself. With only one year of piano lessons as a child, Annie continued 

to teach herself to play the piano until she went to college and began formal lessons. Our family 

proudly cheered her on as she confidently performed at her senior piano recital. 

We loved listening to Kat sing with her choir and at other musical events when she was in junior 

high and high school. She was so beautiful and expressive as she would confidently perform 

onstage! With only a few months of piano lessons, she taught herself to play the piano by ear. 

One lovely song she often played was “Canon in D.” I have sweet memories of Kat patiently 

sitting beside her younger siblings as she taught them how to play songs on the piano, too.  

I remember Elizabeth, standing in her cheerleading uniform, as she sang “The Star Spangled 

Banner” at a high school basketball game.  As a three-year-old child, she had sung with great 

enthusiasm at a church talent show. But as a teenager, she had lost her confidence and was afraid 

to sing in public. That night she recaptured her three-year-old courage as she patriotically sang 

our national anthem to a gym full of people. Elizabeth’s fears were overcome by her love and joy 

of music. 

Rebekah played the violin in junior high school, and a friend taught her to fiddle. She learned 

two fiddling songs that entertained our family for years—we would always jump up and dance 

whenever she played those two tunes! Rebekah also loved singing in the choir in high school. At 

college, she called one day and asked me to bring her the violin. Her basketball team was putting 

on a program for children with disabilities, and she wanted to fiddle for them. They loved it! 

Angela also learned to play the violin. When her orchestra teacher asked her to switch to the 

bass, she happily agreed to try. She quickly learned to confidently play the bass with her school 

orchestra, and I was grateful for her willingness to develop new talents. She also enjoyed 

learning to play the piano and singing in her school choirs. At one of Angela’s last basketball 

games as a senior, she stood in her uniform and sang the national anthem with Annie and Kat. 

Matt began playing the trumpet in the fifth grade. Because he didn’t like to practice at home, I 

encouraged him to just practice for five minutes a day. Once he began practicing, he would 

usually play much longer! His father, who plays the cornet, would sometimes play duets with 

him as he rehearsed for school concerts, church performances, and family talent shows. Matt 



plays the piano and loves singing in his school choir, volunteering for solos, and performing 

onstage! 

The first song Michelle taught herself to play on the piano—with one finger— was a simple 

children’s song called, “I Am a Child of God.” She loved to play this song during family 

devotionals, but if she made a mistake, she would start over! I knew if we were patient with her, 

she would continue to develop her musical talents! Michelle enjoys taking piano lessons from 

her sister Annie, but she doesn’t like to practice! She does enjoy practicing and singing in a 

children’s choir. 

When the Gulf War broke out, a song entitled “Voices that Care” was written to honor the 

American soldiers. Ben and Annie sang this song with their school choir and taught it to the 

family. Kat joined them in singing this song as a trio at many events, and it became a family 

favorite. The message of this song—that there are people in this world who love and care about 

us—reflects music’s unifying power. 

We all have grown closer as we enjoyed beautiful music together. Music truly has great power to 

heal and unify families. 

Scripture Time 

Raising children who love each other is sometimes a difficult task. But it is easier when you 

teach your children to first love the Lord. As their love for the Lord grows, their love for each 

other, and for you as their parents, will also grow and blossom over time. 

One tradition we finally established when our oldest children were teenagers (which I wish we 

would have established when they were young) was consistently making time for family 

scripture reading each day. We called this daily devotional “scripture time” and it consisted of 

reading the scriptures, singing a hymn, and having family prayer. We held it at night before 

everyone went to bed. The only problem we had was that sometimes the kids started talking 

about their day or sharing their feelings and then scripture time would go on for a very long time. 

One night, to avoid these interruptions, I announced that we would all share about our day before 

we started reading the scriptures. All of the kids just sat there and stared at me blankly. No one 

had anything to say. So we went ahead and started reading the scriptures. After reading just a 

few verses, one of the kids started talking about something that had happened during the day—so 

we stopped and listened. We read a few more verses. Then someone else shared something. We 

listened again. We read some more scriptures, and then listened to everyone else who wanted to 

speak. 

I finally began to see the pattern. As our children felt the Spirit of the Lord while reading the 

scriptures, they became more willing to open up and share their feelings. I soon saw how we 

were not only learning about the gospel of Jesus Christ, we were also beginning to really connect 

as a family. By simply setting aside this time for a daily family devotional, our family was being 

greatly blessed. 

Not every scripture time is a reverent, spiritual experience with meaningful conversation, but 

sometimes it is. Other times, we are so exhausted from our day’s activities that we just lie down 



on the floor or couch with our eyes closed and try to stay awake until the scripture reading is 

finished. But, by consistently having scripture time every day—even when we’re tired—the love 

in our family has grown tremendously, and our appreciation for gospel truths has increased.  

Love at Home? 

When I was growing up, my father had a favorite hymn he liked to have all of his eight children 

sing at least once a week. It was a very long, slow song called “Love at Home.” We hated 

singing this song so often, and we would get upset at my father every time he would suggest it. 

But, he would never back down. At times he would even break up our fights and make us sing 

this hymn together.  

When I was growing up with my siblings, there always seemed to be some type of conflict going 

on. I do remember many good times, of course, and there were lots of funny things that happened 

between the eight of us. But, we also had the stress of conflicting personalities, arguing and 

blaming each other, complaining, and many differences of opinion. But when we became adults, 

we found that we had become very good friends with each other—despite the conflicts we had 

when we were growing up. 

I think singing “Love at Home” worked. 

When my father died quite suddenly at the age of eighty-eight, almost all of his fifty 

grandchildren came from around the country to be at his funeral and to honor him by singing 

“Love at Home.” My mother, all eight of us children, and our spouses wept as we listened to 

them sing. Quietly we reflected on the memory of my father working so hard to instill love in the 

hearts of his family and all of his posterity.  

My mother also tried hard to teach us children to love and get along with each other. I remember 

as a child having to sit back-to-back on a chair behind my younger brother Bill. My mother 

instructed us that neither of us could get off those chairs until we could apologize to each other 

and say “I love you”—and really mean it. 

My mother often said, “I prayed and prayed that each of my children would love the Lord and 

have their hearts turned to Him. The Lord heard and answered this prayer more than I ever 

imagined. Not only do my children all love the Lord, but they also love each other—and me—so 

much. I feel so richly blessed.”  

My mother was eighty-two when she finally died after suffering from a back injury for forty-

eight years. Her faith in God remained strong. Her dying wish for us was to be happy—and keep 

loving each other.  

Yes, love at home. 

FRIENDS WITH INTEGRITY 

You Are Not Alone 



The first song I wrote for the album Wings of Glory was “They Weren’t Really His Friends.” The 

last song I wrote twelve years later—as I watched Jonathan continue to suffer—was another song 

about friendship, “Reaching Out.” Friends are so important. 

Friends come and go in all our lives. Some friends are loyal and faithful. Some friends are not. 

Yet, there is one constant friend we can all keep throughout our lives. It is our Savior, Jesus 

Christ. There is a way to come to know our Savior and feel His tender love. The way is simple, 

yet there are no shortcuts. It does take time.  Every day we must pray to our Heavenly Father in 

the name of Jesus Christ, study the scriptures and learn more about Jesus Christ and his life and 

teachings, and write down our spiritual feelings and impressions in a journal as we commit 

ourselves to following Jesus Christ’s example.   

Jesus is speaking directly to each one of us when he says: Henceforth I call you not servants; for 

the servant knoweth not what his lord doeth: but I have called you friends; for all things that I 

have heard of my Father I have made known unto you (John 15:15). 

You are not alone. 

Making Friends 

For some people, meeting new people and trying to make friends is not difficult. My husband is 

one of those types of people. He loves everyone, and people can feel that love radiating from 

him. He sits down next to a stranger and in five minutes they have told each other their life 

stories and have become good friends. If my husband sees that same person many years later, he 

will usually remember him or her by name! 

For other people, meeting new people and trying to make friends is one of the most painful 

things they ever have to do in their lives. Some people even get physically sick when they think 

about going out for social events. 

I fall somewhere in the middle of these two extremes. I enjoy meeting people, but I’m much 

more comfortable getting to know someone in a small group setting than in a big social 

gathering. But I have learned a few things over the years while observing my husband interact 

with others. 

Have a heart full of love. If you are sincerely interested in someone else, they will feel those 

feelings of care and concern coming from you and it will help them feel comfortable around you. 

Be willing to talk. Start talking a little bit about yourself to someone new so they can get to know 

you, and then start asking questions about them. If you have been willing to share who you are 

with them, they will be more willing to open up to you. 

Enjoy the moment. While you are in the company of someone else, see what you can learn from 

them in the few minutes you are together. You may never see that person again, but things may 

work out where you become lifelong friends. 



Friends can be found at school, church, work, sporting events, parks, libraries, grocery stores, 

movies, or even standing in line at the airport. Just start talking and being friendly, and see what 

happens. 

Keeping Friends 

In all honesty, it is very difficult to find and keep good friends. We never know what people are 

really like when we first get to know them. So, we have to keep trying out different friendships 

and then see which ones are going to grow into mutually satisfying, long-term relationships. 

Friends can be from outside the family or within the family. In an ideal world, we would be 

friends with everyone, but we don’t live in an ideal world! So, we need to learn to be discerning 

about whom we choose to have as our closest friends. Pray for guidance in finding good friends. 

With friends outside the family, you can choose to end the friendship when necessary. Some 

friends want us to lower our standards. Some friends are emotionally draining. Some friends 

become physically abusive. Although it is sometimes quite difficult, we need to pull away from 

these types of friends and start looking for different friends. It is better to be without friends for a 

while until we can develop new friendships with people who share our same values. 

Within our families, we need to continually try to nurture these relationships. If we have repeated 

negative experiences with certain family members, we can choose to limit how we interact with 

them, while not cutting them off completely, except in extreme situations of physical or 

emotional abuse. We can pray that our family members will all become good friends. 

Each of us is always in the process of growth and change. We are changing, our friends are 

changing, and our family is changing. During all of these changes, we need to learn how to be 

tolerant, understanding, and forgiving of one another. When we make mistakes and offend 

someone, we need to apologize. Apologies won’t change the past, but they do provide necessary 

healing for the present and a brightness of hope for the future. 

The best rule for keeping good friends is the age-old “Golden Rule”: And as ye would that men 

should do to you, do ye also to them likewise (Luke 6:31). Try it. It really does work wonders in 

establishing true friendships! 

Getting Out of Unhealthy Relationships 

An unhealthy relationship is any relationship that is emotionally and/or physically abusive, is 

filled with negativity that pulls you down, or is one that you simply feel in your heart isn’t right. 

If you find yourself in an unhealthy relationship, you must get out of it.  

Another Abraham Lincoln quote I like is: “Stand with anybody that stands right . . . and part with 

him when he goes wrong.” President Lincoln had experience dealing with disappointing 

friendships. His counsel is concise. If your friends are doing things you don’t like and aren’t 

willing to change, it is time to part ways and find new friends. 

When I was in grade school, I enjoyed being with a certain group of friends. When we went into 

junior high school, most of these kids started hanging out with kids who smoked. Soon, these 



friends were smoking, too. I remember how lost I felt when I realized I was going to have to 

make new friends. I was rather shy and making friends was difficult for me, and it always took 

me a long time. 

By the end of my three years in junior high school, I finally felt included with a new group of 

friends. When we went into high school, however, everything changed once again. Most of these 

friends started going to drinking parties and hanging out with kids with moral standards much 

different than my own. Once again, I found myself without many friends. It was a very lonely 

time for me as I looked around to see whom I could be friends with this time. 

At that point in my life, I didn’t understand that “He is rich who hath two friends.” I felt I had to 

be part of a large group of friends in order to feel happy and important. Because I didn’t have a 

large circle of close friends, I felt inadequate. If I had known how happy I could be with a just a 

few sincere friends, my high school days would have been much more enjoyable. 

Changing friends is one of the hardest things you may ever have to do in your life. It is especially 

difficult to make the break with girlfriends and boyfriends—even when you know in your heart it 

is what you should do. Sometimes you might feel afraid of being alone or emotionally 

responsible for taking care of your “friends.” But either way, if your friends are pulling you 

down, you must make the break when you know you should or your own life will suffer because 

of it. 

I remember one sweet girl from my junior high school who tried unsuccessfully to get out of a 

codependent relationship with her boyfriend. She wanted to make a break with him and all her 

old friends, so she started going to different church activities and youth groups to meet new 

friends. But the kids she tried to socialize with wouldn’t include her in their activities or 

friendship circles. 

Eventually, she went back to her old friends and boyfriend. At fifteen, she dropped out of high 

school because she was pregnant, married her boyfriend, and stayed home to take care of her 

baby. I felt regretful that I didn’t have the courage to reach out to her and become her friend. 

Because of my own insecurities, I didn’t know how to include her in my life at the time. Looking 

back, I think I could have made a difference in her life because she really needed some good, 

strong friends. 

When an unhealthy relationship has developed within marriage, I am not in favor of divorce 

except in rare cases. Marriage counseling, and sometimes even a temporary separation, can be 

beneficial to a couple. When a husband and wife are both willing to try, the Savior can heal 

broken hearts and restore feelings of love to a marriage once again. 

The most important thing it takes to get out of an unhealthy relationship is courage: 

Courage to listen to your inner feelings that are telling you what you should do. 

Courage to go through the feelings of grief, loss, and loneliness that come with any 

separation. 



Courage to go to new places and meet new people in order to find real friendships that 

will be rich and rewarding. 

The scriptures teach us to trust in the Lord. When we increase our confidence in the Lord, he 

blesses with the courage we need to get out of an unhealthy relationship and make new friends. 

The Lord is on my side; I will not fear: what can man do unto me? It is better to trust in the Lord 

than to put confidence in man. It is better to trust in the Lord than to put confidence in princes. 

(Psalms 118:6, 8, 9). 

Good friends are out there. I promise that God will bring them into your life as you put your trust 

and confidence in Him.  

PART VI. THE ENDING 

CONCLUSION 

My message is simple, yet powerful—Believe. 

 

Believe . . . 

God truly exists as our Father in Heaven, and He knows us each by name. 

 

Believe . . . 

He has given us a Savior who will help carry our burdens and heal us from sin and sorrow. 

 

Believe . . . 

He has placed us here on earth in families so we can protect and nurture one another. 

 

Believe . . . 

He has given us friends to help us truly enjoy life and lift each other up during personal trials. 

 

Believe . . . 

He wants us to feel the natural highs that come from the rich outpouring of His love. 

 

Believe . . . 

He blessed each of us with high self-esteem when we were born. 

 

Believe . . . 



He will bless us to discover high self-esteem within ourselves once again. 

 

Believe . . . 

He has given each one of us our own wings of glory. 

 

Believe . . . 

He has given us the power within ourselves to fly. 

Believe . . . 

 

Jesus saith unto him, 

Thomas, because thou hast seen me, 

thou hast believed: 

blessed are they that have not seen, 

and yet have believed. 

—John 20:29 

 

Then said Jesus unto the twelve, 

Will ye also go away? 

Then Simon Peter answered him, 

Lord, to whom shall we go? 

Thou hast the words of eternal life. 

And we believe and are sure 

that thou art that Christ, 

the Son of the living God. 

—John 6:67-69 

 

I believe Jesus Christ has the power to heal all illnesses and addictions. 

 

But he was wounded for our transgressions, 

he was bruised for our iniquities: 

the chastisement of our peace was upon him; 

and with his stripes we are healed. 

—Isaiah 53:5 

 

But unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of righteousness 

arise with healing in his wings . . . 

—Malachi 4:2 

 

I said, Lord, be merciful unto me: heal my soul; 

for I have sinned against thee. 

—Psalms 41:4 
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Heal me, O Lord, and I shall be healed; save me, 

and I shall be saved: for thou art my praise. 

—Jeremiah 17:14 

 

. . . I have heard thy prayer, I have seen thy tears: 

behold, I will heal thee: 

—2 Kings 20:5 

 

Believe. 

APPENDIX 

Suggested Books, Websites, and Music 

 

RECOVERY FROM ADDICTION 

Books 

 

Alcoholics Anonymous—The Big Book 

Alcoholics Anonymous World Services, Inc. 

 

Breaking the Cycle of Compulsive Behavior  

Martha Nibley Beck and John C. Beck 

 

Clean Hands, Pure Heart: Overcoming Addiction to Pornography through the Redeeming Power 

of Jesus Christ 

Philip A. Harrison 

 

Codependent No More: How to Stop Controlling Others and  

Start Caring for Yourself               

Melody Beattie 

 

He Did Deliver Me from Bondage  

Colleen C. Harrison 

 

The Life Recovery Bible 

David Stoop, Ph.D. and Stephen Arterburn, M.Ed. 

 

Rational Recovery: The New Cure for Substance Addiction 

Jack Trimpey 

 

The Truth About Addiction and Recovery 

Stanton Peele, Ph.D. and Archie Brodsky with Mary Arnold 

 

The Twelve Steps: A Spiritual Journey—A Working Guide for  

Healing Damaged Emotions Based on Biblical Teachings 

Friends in Recovery 

http://scriptures.lds.org/en/jer/17/14a
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http://scriptures.lds.org/en/jer/17/14#14
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Understanding Alcohol and Drug Addiction 

Merlin O. Baker 

 

Other Resources 

The websites listed below provide different views on recovery: 

 

Alcoholics Anonymous: www.aa.org  

 

Amen Clinic: www.amenclinic.com 

 

American Music Therapy Association: www.musictherapy.org 

 

Callister Foundation: www.hopetoday.com 

 

Delancey Street Foundation: www.delanceystreetfoundation.org 

 

Jude Thaddeus Home Recovery Program: www.homerecovery.net 

 

Rational Recovery: www.rational.org 

 

PARENTING, DRUG PREVENTION, and SELF-ESTEEM 

Books 

 

Christlike Parenting: Taking the Pain out of Parenting 

Dr. Glenn I. Latham 

 

How to Talk So Kids Will Listen & Listen So Kids Will Talk  

Adele Faber and Elaine Mazlish 

 

Just Say Know: Talking with Kids about Drugs and Alcohol 

Cynthia Kuhn, Ph.D., Scott Swartzwelder, Ph.D., and 

Wilkie Wilson, Ph.D. 

 

The New Dare to Discipline  

Dr. James Dobson 

 

Parenting Teens with Love and Logic:  

Teaching Children Responsibility 

Foster Cline, M.D. and Jim Fay 

 

Positive Action Family Kit  

Carol Gerber Allred, Ph.D. 

Purrfect Parenting  

Beverly Guhl and Don H. Fontenelle, Ph.D 

 

http://www.aa.org/
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http://www.musictherapy.org/
http://www.hopetoday.com/
http://www.delanceystreetfoundation.org/
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Saying No Is Not Enough: Helping Your Kids Make Wise Decisions About Alcohol, Tobacco, 

and other Drugs 

Robert Schwebel, Ph.D. 

 

Teaching Your Children Values  

Linda and Richard Eyre 

 

Toughlove  

Phyllis and David York and Ted Wachtel  

 

Other Resources 

These are a few websites I have found to be helpful for prevention: 

 

Anasazi Foundation: www.anasazi.org.  

 

Communities of Concern: www.communitiesofconcern.org 

 

National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA): www.nida.nih.gov 

 

Parents Empowered: www.parentsempowered.org  

 

Partnership for a Drug-free America: www.drugfree.org  

  

Positive Action: www.positiveaction.net 

 

Time to Talk:  www.timetotalk.org  

 

PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENT and SELF-AWARENESS 

 

The 7 Habits of Highly Successful People  

Stephen R. Covey 

 

The 12 Secrets of Highly Creative Women: A Portable Mentor   

Gail McMeekin 

 

The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin 

Benjamin Franklin 

 

Confessions of a Happily Organized Family  

Deniece Schofield  

 

Essentialism: The Disciplined Pursuit of Less 

Greg McKeown 

 

Feeling Good: The New Mood Therapy  

David D. Burns, M.D. 

http://www.anasazi.org/
http://www.communitiesofconcern.org/
http://www.nida.nih.gov/
http://www.parentsempowered.org/
http://www.drugfree.org/
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How to Win Friends and Influence People 

Dale Carnegie 

 

Human Intimacy: Illusion and Reality 

Victor L. Brown, Jr. 

 

I’m a Day Late and a Dollar Short . . . and It’s Okay!  

Jo Ann Larsen  

 

Lifebalance: Balancing Work with Family, Balancing Structure with Spontaneity, Balancing 

Achievements with Relationships 

Linda and Richard Eyre 

 

Love 

Leo Buscaglia 

 

Man’s Search for Meaning  

Viktor E. Frankl 

 

Secrets of a Happy Life 

from the writings and discourses of David O. McKay 

Compiled by Llewelyn R. McKay 

 

Type A Behavior and Your Heart 

Meyer Friedman, M.D. and Ray H. Rosenman, M.D 

 

Your Inner Child of the Past 

W. Hugh Missildine, M.D. 

 

 

HEALTH and FITNESS 

 

The Bread for Life Diet: The High-on-Carbs Weight-Loss Plan 

Olga Raz, M.Sc., R.D. 

 

Dr. Mollen's Anti-Aging Diet: The Breakthrough Program for  

Easy Weight Loss and Longevity  

Dr. Art Mollen with Judith Sachs 

 

How to Lower Your Fat Thermostat: The No-Diet Reprogramming Plan for Lifelong Weight 

Control  

Dennis Remington, M.D., Garth Fisher, Ph. D., and  

Edward Parent, Ph. D. 

 

Let’s Have Healthy Children 



Adelle Davis 

 

The New Miracles of Rebound Exercise: A Revolutionary Way to Better Health & Fitness 

Albert E. Carter 

 

Prescription for Nutritional Healing: The A-Z Guide to Supplements Everything you need to 

know about selecting and using vitamins, minerals, herbs, and more  

Phyllis A. Balch, C.N.C. 

 

Super Foods Rx: Fourteen Foods That Will Change Your Life  

Steven Pratt, M.D. and Kathy Matthews  

 

Super Immunity for Kids: What to Feed Your Children to Keep Them Healthy Now—and Prevent 

Disease in Their Future 

Leo Galland, M.D. with Dian Dincin Buchman, Ph.D. 

 

Yoga for Women 

Nancy Phelan and Michael Volin 

 

Your Body’s Many Cries for Water: You Are Not Sick,  

You Are Thirsty 

F. Batmanghelidj, M.D. 

 

CHRISTIAN MUSIC 

 

A Christmas Celebration 

Gladys Knight and The Saints Unified Voices 

 

Believe: Songs of Faith from Today’s Top Country and  

Christian Artists 

Carrie Underwood, Kenny Chesney, Martina McBride, Casting Crowns, Brooks & Dunn, Third 

Day, Sara Evans, Brad Paisley, Dolly Parton, Cindy Morgan, Phil Vassar, and Josh Bates 

 

Come unto Him 

Karen Larsen with Pianist Marvin Goldstein 

 

Friends and Brothers: A Unique Blend of Gospel Favorites 

Thurl Bailey, Marvin Goldstein, and Billy Dean  

 

He Is Born 

BYU Vocal Point 

 

Legacy . . . Hymns & Faith  

Amy Grant 

 

Love Your Life 



Hilary Weeks 

 

Mirror the Master 

Katie Jonutz 

 

Our Savior’s Love: A Collection of Inspirational Classics 

John Canaan 

 

Testimony 

Alex Boyé 

 

The Chosen One 

James Oneil Miner & ProClaim  

 

Then Sings My Soul 

Reprise 

 

Thy Healing Hands: Songs of Comfort and Peace 

Sara Lyn Baril 

 

Worship 

Octappella 
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